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ABSTRACT 
This PaPer discusses the develoPment of a BASIC-Ianeua~e 
comPuter Proeram that allows oPtometric data to be disPlaYed in 
color on a standard t elevision screen in a fashion similar to 
the traditional eraPhical analYsis format advocated bY FrY and 
Hofstetter. The Pro~rams are Presented in two distinct forms. 
One form incorPorates a series of correction factors while the 
other does not, al low i n~ for a visual comParison of corrected and 
uncorrected data. An analYsis is Performed to determine whether 
the correction factors result in an imProvement of the aPParent 
validitY of the findin~s bein~ Plotted. It was con c luded that the 
inclusion of the correction factors does result in a si~nificant 
imProvement in the PI ottine of the data, esPecial IY at near dis-
tances. 
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- LITERATURE REVIEW AND INTRODUCTION -
In recent Yea rs, information concernine comPuters in the 
Profession of oPtometrY has become c ommon Place in the literature. 
As cost-efficiencY qnd maxim i z ine Patient care become increasineiY 
imPortant, the comPute r has become a ereater necessitY. 
AI I of this is haPPenine at a time when com Puters are amazine i Y 
affordable. Cox1 writine in Optometric Manaeement states, ~Min-
iaturization cut th e eiant comPuter down to home and office size. 
ComPuters beean as eiants made of vacuum tube s and costine mi l lion s 
of dol Iars. With the develoPment of transistors and then inteerat ed 
circuits both their size and cost beean to be reduced. And now, You 
can bu Y microco mPuter s suitable for home and of f ice and castine 
about the same as a eood stereo unit.'' 
ComPuters have been Proven to be useful to maintain accounts , 
business and Patient ledeers, manaee the aPPointment boo ks Print 
Patient receiP t s, welcomine letters, bil Is, s t ateme nts, to run 
recal I notices, write PaYrol I checks, manaee tax data and re Ports, 
handle interna l manaeement, bank dePosits and checkbook balances. 
The comPuter can also k~eP contact lens and frame inventor ies~ and 
automatical IY order PrescriPtions, frames and contact lenses.l' 2 
-2-
, 
APPlicat i on of co mPut e r s to analyz e oP t ome tr i c da ta has al so 
bee n advocated. At Pacific Un i versitY Col le ~ e of OPtometrYi Rue 
an d Re slock3 wrot e a FORTR AN- Ian~u a~e comPut er Pr o~ra m of c ase 
analYsi s o f oP t ome tr i c data accordin~ to Pr ocedures ad vocated bY 
t he OPt ometric Extention Pr o ~ram <OEP> . This comPu ter P ro~ram has 
s i n ce been t r anslated in to DASI C -Ian~ ua~e bY D r ~ Wi lliam Dunn 
<un Publ ished > an d has been ma de a cces s ible i n t he Pu b l ic file of 
the comPuter cente r a t Pa c if ic Universi t Y Col le~e of OPtome t r Y 
under the title ~ OEP'' · 
Dunn4 a l so wro te a c omP ut er Pro ~ r a m entitl e d ~CATSA , , , an a c ro nYm 
for ~~omPuter-Assist e d I i me Series AnalYs is' '· CATSA has bee n used 
to Perform analYsis of analo~ information obtained durin~ electro -
dia~nostic Procedures. 
CzaPia5 wrote a comPuter Pro~ram for normative analYsi s of 
optometric data acco r din~ to HaYne's Procedures. Th e Pro eram entitled 
"NORMAN,,, has been made accessible i n th~ Public f ile of t he com-
Puter center at the Pacific UniversitY Col le~e of OP t omet rY . 
Cow~il I, et al.6 created an "optometrY Packll for the Hewlett 
Packard HP-67 and HP-97 Pr o ~rammable calculators. The oPt ometrY Pack 
covers a broad sPectrum of Pro~rams that could be useful to th e 
optometrist in a clinical settin~. Pro~rams in oPhth a lmic oPtics , 
contact lenses, aniseikonia, low vision and case analYsis a re included 
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in the Pack. The case analYsis Pro~ram calculates the near add 
at 40 em to fulfil I Pratt's' Sheard's and Percival' & criteri a. 
~ 
It is imPortant to Point out that althou~h the HP -67 and HP-97 
are verY similar to minicomPuters, theY are not technical IY comPuters. 
VerY little has been accomPlished in terms of comPuter aPPiica- · 
tion to GraPhical AnalYsis. Weisenbach7 Presented an illustrat ion 
of a ProPosed comPute r Print-out of ~raPhical analYsis accordin~ to 
HaYnets Procedures. The actual comPuter Proeram to ~enerate such 
a Print-out is neithe r s hown nor cited and aPPears to never ha ve 
been written, however. 
Both Practicin~ oPtometrists and students alike have often 
been discouraled from usin~ ~raPhical analYsis because it is tedious 
to do and Plotted ~ata does not seem to form the linear relationshiPs 
assumed in the sYstem. It is mY belief that this situation is 
PartlY due to \'bad data'' which results when correction factors are 
not routinelY incorPorated into the Process. These correction 
' factors could make the difference between data Points fal linl close 
to the line of best fit or data Points scattered considerablY around 
the line of best fit. TheY could make a substantial difference in 
reflectinl what is actual IY haPPenin~ in a ~iven Patientts visual 
sYstem, esPecial IY when hi~h refractive errors and/or near distances 
are involved. 
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It is the PUrPose of this studY to desien a BASIC-Ian~ua~e 
comP~ter Pro~ram ~hat allows oPtometric data to be disPlaYed in 
color on a standa rd television screen in a fashion similar to the 
traditional ~raPhica l analYsis fo rmat advocated bY FrY and Hofstetter.8 
The Proerams are to be Presented in two distinct form s. One form wil I 
incorPorate a serie5 of correction factors while the other wii I not 
• 
al lowine for a visual com Parison of corrected and uncorrected data. 
From this data an analYsis wil I be Pe rformed to determine wheth er 
the correction factors Provide a sienificant imProv eme nt in terms of 
the validitY of the numbers beine Plotted. 
In addition to Providine the aPProPriate eraPhical rePresenta-
tion of the data (both with and without correction factors>, the 




The comPuter ProE:ram was wri ,;ten for an APP ! e I In1 SYstem 48K 
R A ~1 m i c r o c om P u t e r u s in E! a D i s k II f I o P P Y d i s k an d c on t r o I I e r • A I ! 
Print-outs were obtained usin~ a PaPer Ti~erTM Printer. 
Initial IY~ individual Proi!rams were written to e:raPh and disP l aY 
1 color on a standard television screen each of the Possible seven 
ltnes used in eraPhical analYsis usin~ raw data corrected onlY for 
the PD. The seven iines considered were; 
1. Phoria 5. Base-out to break 
2. Base-in to blur 6. Base-in to recoverY 
3. Base-out to blur 7. Base-out to recoverY 
4. Base-in to break 
The eraPh was structured Plottin~ the stimulus to accommoda t ion 
in dioPters alone the vertical axis and Plottin~ the resPonse of 
conver~ence in meter an~les alon~ the horizontal axis. This 
Provided a one to one relationshiP in terms of distances on the 
~raPh. The comPuter was also Pro~rammed tp Print the Pri5m dioPter 
value corresPondine to the meter anele scale for anY eiven Patient PD . 
LINEAR REGRESSID~ 
It should be Pointed out at this time that a linear reeression 
was Performed usine least squares to determine the best linear fit 
I ine for the data. This is a vast imProvement mathematicallY over 
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the commonlY used met hod of ''eYe-ballin~), the best fit line. Over 
150 Yea r s aeo Gauss 11 sho wed that estimators obtain ed in this waY 
are unbiased 
estimators. 
and hate the smalle st s tandard error of anY unbiased 
Armita ~e 12 stat es that the ~least sq uares'' estimators 
of a linear r e ~ression li ne are maximum likelihood estimator s and 
amonE! all unbia sed estimators theY have the sma! lest standard errorr.. 
The historical format of ~raP hical analYsi s Plots the stimulus 
to ac c ommo dation <the indeP endent variable> alon~ the vertica! axis 
(Y). The resPonse of convereence <the dePendent variable> is Plot ted 
alone th e ho rizontal ax is <x>. 
In exPerimental scie nce and mathematics the conventional 
Cartesian rectilinear coordinate ~raPh involves Plottin~ the ind e-
Pen dent variab ~e on the hori zontal 
variable on the vertica l axis (y). 
axis <x>, and the dePendent 
Furthermore, the c onventional 
descriPtion of the sloPe of a s tr ai~ht line is written as a tane ent 
or ~tio of Y to X? that i s , the s l oPe of the line is equal t _ 
aytax, or the chanee in the dePendent variable div ided bY the chanee 
in the inde Pe ndent variable. With the sYstem of P iottine us e d in 
traditional e r aPhical analY sis, however, one woul d have to us e the 
rec iProcal of the sloPe or ax/ay to obtain a sloPe that i s exPressed 
in terms of conve ntio nal exPerimental science or ma themat i cs . 
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Due to Precedence, history, and Personal familiaritY within the 
Profession of oPtometrY to the traditional format PresentlY used in 
Plottine ~raPhical analYsis~ no attemPt w~s made here to chanee the 
manner in which the variables are Plotted. The comPuter was Pro -
erammed with the variables beine Plotted oPPosite the conventional 
exPerimental mathematical manner, and in accordance with traditional 
method used for ~raPhical analYsis. 
The linear reeression was Proerammed to be calculated around Y 
rather than x, since statistical IY sPeakine one would want to Perform 
the reeression around the indePendent variable which in this case is 
Y (the stimulus to accommodation>. The linear re~re5sion of x 












b -- y intercePt 
(Xi - ' :X ) ( y 0 y) -
' l 
(y i - y)2 
= y x/m 
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When the Pro~rammin~ for each of the initial ei~ht lines was 
comPleted, debu~~ed, and tested, work be~an on incorPoratin~ alI 
of the corre ct ion factors into each line. This involved a seParate 
series of Pro~rams from the initial ei~ht. 
THE STIMULUS TO CONVERGENCE 
The first area of corrections to be addressed was the stimulus 
to conver~en ce. As PreviouslY stated, the conver~ence <in Prism 
dioPters> required to bif ixate a near object is equal to the dioPtric 
distance from the object to the center of rotation of the eYes 
multiPlied bY the Patient's PD in centimeters <see fi~ure 1>. The 
distance used in a clinical settin~ is ~eneral IY the distance indi-
cated on the readin~ r od of the PhoroPter, which is onlY the distance 
from the test card to the back surface of the main lens bank of the 
PhoroPter. The distance from the center of rotation of the eYes to 
the back surface of the main lens bank of the PhoroPter also needs 
to be considered. Fi~ure 2 illustrates a model of what is needed. 
In a clinical settin~ the distance Til lustrated on fi~ure 2 
is the measurement taken from the readin~ rod of the PhoroPter. 
What is needed to realistical IY evaluate conver~ence is the distance 









Conver~ence in Pri5m dioPter5 = <1/distance><PD> 
Where: 
Di5tance -- the distance from the object to the center of 
rotation of the eYe5 
PD = di5tant PD 






5 ' ' 
~---- R 
Where: 
R = distance from the center of rotation of the eYe to the back 
surface of the main lens bank of the PhoroPt~r. 
5 - distance from the back surface of the main tens bank of the 
PhoroPter to the RisleY Prism Plane 
T = distance from the back surface of the main lens bank of the 
PhoroPter to the Plane of the test card 




A series of measurements required for these comPutations is 
shown in table 1 for three different PhoroPters <B&L Green's' AO 
590, and AO RX Master>. It was assum~d that the distance from the 
center of rotation of the eYe to the front surface of the cornea 
was equal to 14 mm and that the back Plate of the PhoroPter obje c -
tive aPerture would be 5 mm in front of the cornea. 
The comPuter was Pro~rammed to incorPorate the distance R 
corresPondin~ to anY one of the PhoroPters listed on the chart into 
the calculation of the stimulus to conver~ence. Later it wil I be 
shown how the distance S comes into PlaY in modifYin~ the stimulus 
to conver~ence. Also the distant PD of the Patient was used rather 
than the traditional 64 mm PD. 
In summarY, the comPuter was Pro~rammed to comPute the exact 
stimulus to conver~ence in terms of both meter an~les and Prism 
dioPters at anY distance usin~ anY individual PD and anY one of the 
three mentioned PhoroPters. 
THE RISLEY PRISMS 
The next correction factor Pro~rammed into the comPuter had to 
do with the Prism values obtained from the risleY Prisms of the 
PhoroPter. The readin~s one obtains from the risleY Prisms need to 
be modified basical IY because of the effect of vertex distance and 
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TABLE 1. Measurements required for comPutation of conver~en c e 
correction factors.* 
TYPE OF PHOROPTER 









* Distance S and R are exPressed in meters and are defined in 
fif!ure 2. 
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lens Power in Place in the PhoroPter.9 
The formula that was used to correct the readin~s obtained from 
the ri5leY Prism was from the formula advocated bY AIPern.9 The 
formula u5ed bY the comPuter is as follows: T 
< < 1 - R • D > < T+ S > +R > 
Where; 
T= the di5tance from the test card to the back surface of the 
main lens bank of the PhoroPter. 
R= the distance from the center of rotation of the eYe to the 
back surface of "the main lens bank of the PhoroPter. 
S= the distance from the back surface of the main lens bank of 
the PhoroPter to the Plane of the Prism. 
D== the ~ross Power of the lens in the horizontal meridian in 
Place at the time the prism readin~ was taken. 
All readin~s taken from the risleY Pri5ms were automaticallY 
multiPlied bY the correction factor for the PhoroPter desi~nated 
bY the examiner. An examPle of how the value of this correction 
factor varies with the lens in Place is Presented in Table 2. 
THE STIMULUS TO ACCOMMODATION 
The next area Pro~rammed for correction factors wa5 the stimulus 
to accommodation. Traditional Jy, the stimulus to conver~ence 
<exPre5sed in meter an~les> and the stimulus to accommodation 
<exPre5sed in diopters> have both been calculated as the dioPtric 
I 
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TABLE 2. The effect that len5 power ha5 on the ri5leY Pri5m 
correction factor.* 
LEN$ IN PlACE CORRECTION FAC TOR I LE:NS n~ Pl ACE C·ORRECT l ON 
+1.00 0.89 -1.00 0.85 
+3.00 0.94 -3.00 0. 81 
+5.00 1.00 -5.00 0 . 77 
+7.00 1.07 -7.00 0.73 
+9.00 1.14 -9.00 0.70 
+11. 00 1.22 -11.00 0.67 
+13.00 1. 32 -13.00 0.65 
+15.00 1.44 -15.00 0.62 
*The calculation5 were Performed u5in~ a B&L Greent5 PhoroPter 
at a te5t di5tance of 40 em. 
FACT OR 
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distance indicated on the readin~ rod of the PhoroPter. This ~ives 
an exact ~one to one'' relationshiP between the two sYstems. 
In realit y , however, conver~ence should be calculat e d from t he 
center of rotation of the eYe to the test card while accommodation 
should be 'measured from the nodal Point of the eYe to the test 
card. The center of rotation of the eYe can be assumed to be 
aPProximatelY 14 mm behind the front surface of the cornea; th e 
nodal Point of the eYe can be considered to be aPProximatelY 5.5 mm 
behind the front surface of the cornea.13 
The comPuter was Pro~rammed to Place the exact dista nce t o the 
nodal Point into the accommodative calculations usin~ the above 
assumPtions. Essential IY the comPuter calculated the corrected 
dioPtric ver~ence involved for each Plotted Point. 
The resultin~ ver~ence obtained durin~ the ~7A test was 
comPuted in order to obtain the actu a l ammetroPia correction at 
the nodal Point. This allowed one to determine how much had to be 
subtracted or added due to the ammetroPia to alI ver~ence values 
when calculatin~ the accommodation for each Point on the ~raPh. 
In other words, the ver~ence involved for each Point bein~ Plotted 
was calculated and the ammetroPia added in order to obtain the 
resultant amount of accommodation occurrin~. Mathematical IY this 
-16-
can be exPressed as V+E=A. 
Where; 
V=ver~ence Present at the nodal Point durin ~ a ~iven test 
E==amm e troPi a at the nodal Po int 
A=accommodative stimulus at the nodal Point 
<alI values bein~ e xPressed in di oPter s ) 
The formula for the ver~ence ca lculations inco r Porat ed verte x 
distance corrections 1 and aPPeared as follows: 
< 1/ - T> • (< 1 /D >- < R~. 0085 ~ = V 
Where T, R, and D are as PreviouslY define d . 
The excePtion to the above formula would be when the lens value 
forD is equal to zero. Jn this situation t he formula for ver~ence 
aPPeared as fo I I ows: 
This aPProach in evaluatin~ accommodation results in a ve rY 
Precise determination of the stimulus to accommodation and a ddr e sse s 
the fact that the accommodative demand is affected bY the lens 
correctin~ the refractive error. At anY eiven distance a cor r ected 
hYPeroPe wil I exPerience a ~reater accommodative demand than a 
corrected mYoPe.10 
1. See APPendix A for derivation of formula used in calculatine 
ver~ence. 
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THE ACA VALUE 
The final correction factor was related to the ACA value. 
Traditional Jy, the ACA value is calculated bY the ~radient ACA 
method or the calculated ACA method. Both methods are essential IY 
anaiYzin~ or comParin~ two Points alon~ a ~iven line. If those two 
Points haPPen to be atYPical in terms of the rest of the Points 
determininP- the line, the obtained ACA va lue can be quite mis leadi n~. 
A linear re~ression was Performed on the Phoria data Points to 
obtain the best linear fit line and the sloPe of this l ine was used 
to obtain the ACA value.1 The linear re~ression was Performed 
around Y rather than x. Such a Procedure considers al 1 of the data 
Points that form the Phoria line rather than just anY two of them. 
This should increase the likelihood of the ACA value bein~ a true 
rePresentation of a ~iven Patientts visual sYstem. 
The result of alI this Pro~rammin~ was fourteen seParate 
comPuter Pro~rams; Seven Pro~rams which did not emPloY the 
I 
correction factors <except for PD> and seven which utilized alI 
corrections. 
1. In addition to the above described ACA value the Pro~ram was 
desi~ned to be able to obtain a calculated or eradient ACA 
value. The examiner has the oPtion of leavine out anY ~ata 
Points or addin~ his own sPecial findin~s at anY distance. 
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The ProP-rams were desiP-ned to accePt not onlY the 21 Points, 
but also anY other findin~s the examiner would want to Plot. 
Findin~s obt~ined throu~h Plus or minus adds at anY ~iven distance 
could be included in the Plottin~. Each line was Pro~rammed to 
accept UP to five sPecial sets of findin~s. A total of thirtY-five 
sPecial findin~s could be included in the comPosite P-raPh. 
To test the hYPothesis that co rrectin~ the data wo uld Produce 
more re~ularitY and PresumablY ~reater validit Y of Plots of accom-
modative-conver~ence data , a c ommori set of tYPical optomet ric 
findin~s was selected to be Punched into the computer and disPl aY ed. 
The lens and Prism findin~s selected were the mean values obtained 
from the normative analYsis ratin~ scale of HaYnes. Unless other-
wise indicated, the findin~ was taken throu~h the sub jec tive lens 
to best visual acuity, #7A. 
The 6niY excePti~s to this Procedure were the findin~s for the 
#20P and #21P Prism values. Findin~s for these tests could not be 
found in the normative analYsis ratin~ scale. Values cons.istent 
with the other Phorias, therefore, were assi~ned to these tests bY 
the author. AI I this was done in an attemPt to alleviate anY bias 
enterin~ into the selection of the raw data and to use as normal, 
comPlete, and reasonable a set of findin~s as Possible. 
-19-
It was assumed that a B&L Green's PhoroPter was used and the 
Patient's PD was 60 mm <excePt for fi~ure 19 in which a PD of 60 
and 70 were used>. 
The normative analYsis values used were as fol l ows: 
Prism Findin~s: 
#a <S i x meter lateral Phoria throu~h 7A> . . . . . . -· 0.5 exo 
#9 <Six meter base-out to blur> . . . . . . . . . -- 8 eso 
# 10 <Six meter base -out to break/recover Y) . . . . . . -- 19 eso/9 eso 
# 11 <Six meter base-in to break/recoverY > . . . . . . --· 8 e xo/3.5 exo 
# 13B (40 em lat eral Pho r ia thro u ~h 7A> . . . . . . . . = 4 exo 
#16A <40 em b(lse-out to b l ur> . . . . = 13 eso 
#16B (40 em base-out to break/recoverY . . . . -- 19 eso /9 e so 
#17A <40 em base-in to b 1 u r > . . . . . . . . . . . . . = 11 exo 
#11B (40 em base-in to bre ak/re cov erY> . . . . . . -- 20 exo/12 exo 
#20P <40 em lateral Phoria throuEf.h 20) . . . . . . . . - 10 eso 




<Subjective lens to best visual acuitY> 
<Minus lens to recoverY at 40 em) 
<Plus lens to recoverY at 40 em> 
•••• =#7A - 2.62 
• =#7A + 1.87 
CHAPTER III 
-RESULTS-
The data is Presented in the form of nineteen ~raPhs, fi~ures 
3 throu~h 20. Fieures 3 throu~h 13 demonstrate the effect of various 
refractive errors on the Phoria line. Fi~ures 14 throueh 18 demon-
strate how the refractive error can affect the zone of clear sin~le 
binocular vision. Fi~ure 19 dePicts the effect the PD can have on 
the findin~s. Final IY, fi~ure 20 is Presented to demonstrate the 
effect correction factors can have on alI seven lines beine disPlaYed 
simultaneouslY. 
THE PHORIA LINE 
The Phoria is us~d for Sheard's criterion, Prattts criterion, 
and in determinin~ the ACA ratio. Of alI the seven lines Plotted in 
~raPhical analYsis, the Phoria line tends to natural IY contain the 
most points from a set of routine data. For these reasons the Phoria 
line was chosen to demonstrate how various refractive errors can 
affect the Plottin~. The refractive error corrections considered 
were Plano, +3, +6, +9, +12, +15, -3, -6, -9, -12, and -15 dioPters. 
Eleven ~raPhs (fi~ures 3 throueh 13> have been Presented to 
illustrate the absolute differences <error> in diopters/Prism-dioPters 
between an uncorrected versus a corrected accommodative/conver~ence 
data Point. ComParison of the ACA value <corrected versus uncorrected> 










Prism Add at 40 em. 
15 9 :l 0 3 9 t5 21 27 Prism Oiopttrt 
2.5 1.5 .5 .5 1 5 2.5 3.5 4.5 Meter Anglos 
1 I I 
' / v / I I i I 
-4.60 7.0 l [?/ ~ I I Phoria I j ~ I 
-3.60 A 6.0 Graph 1 j y I"' ' a c I c I 8:· ' n 
-2.60 0 5.0 
,/ [7 0 ' M 0. I !' M !. i I -1.60 0 4.0 
'I [7 0 I § A ~ T 3.0 -.60 -::. 0 
I 
;, v -A -;. -1-· --· • ill ...... ;II . ....... .. .. ... iii .... - ... ii ...... .., .. • . .. - ""!' • - .... .. ... -.• .. ... .. ...0 N 2.0 ~ I I I } I I I 1.0 
/ I I I I I o.o 
'· 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 
12 6 0 6 12 18 24 30 36 42 
BASE IN AT 6M BASE OUT 
CONVERGENCE 
• = Corre~ted Phori~ line. 
o------ =Uncorrected Phoria line. 
Raw Clinical Findin~s: 
PhoroPter = B&L Green's 
PD = 60 
7A = 0 
Find in~ Corrected Data 
CR AS 
8 0.5 0 
13B 10.5 2.2 
20P 22.5 4.8 
21P 2.1 0.4 
··- .... --
ACA = 4.50 
20 = -2.62 
21 = +1.87 













ACA = 4.99 
13B = 4 exo 
20P = 10 eso 
















































Pr~S•11 Add ll_t 40 em. 
J 0 , -, 'l I !> 21 }7 Prism OiOJHitn 
1.0 .. ---4.60 
PhOI'ia 

















.. -- "!- :.. ... 





















~' . . . 
~ · 2.0 
+---+---r----f----1-l __ +; ~-- I / Y +---+----t--+---+1-~ . l/ V , 
I I 11' , / ! I I F 1/ I 





















BASE IN BASE OUT 
CONVFRGENCE 
• =Corrected Phoria line. 
o ----- -- Uncorrected Phoria I ine. 
Raw Clinical findin~s: 
Phoropter = B&L Green's 
PD -- 60 
7A :: -3.00 
Find in~ Corrected Data 
CR AS 
8 0.5 0 
13B 10 .C 2.3 
20P 21.6 4.6 
21P 3 0.6 
. 







- 0.5 exo 
---
13B = 4 e xo 
20P - 10 eso 
21P = 13 exo 
- -
Uncorrected Data · Absolute 
Differen c e 
CR AS CR AS 
0.5 0.2 0 0.2 
11 2.5 0.2 0.2 
2.5 5.1 3.4 0.5 
2 0.6 1 0 
ACA = 4.99 0.38 
Perc ~ n t 
Et r o r 
8.2% 
-





























Prism Add at 40 em. 
15 9 3 0 3 9 15 21 27 Prltm Oiopten 
2.5 1.5 .5 .5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.6 Meter Angt• 
I I il : .1 t/ I ' I j ~! 1.0 --4.60 --
' ;' ;/ ~/ I r 7 PtiarY 
! 
-1 ? A A 6.0 Graph 3 -! / vY. c I I c I I 0 5.0 I 
' / 1/ 1 I M i ! M 0 4.0 I 
D I j/ v A T 3.0 V ' I I . -_:J. . iii! ,. ~ - - - ... ,. 4' .... - . -- !!!!-Ill .. ii li . II! ~ ... ill .. - - ... iii' ....... .. - - '!II • 0 2.0 I. , I N v I I " I /1 I 1.0 : 
I / I : 1 I ! ' • o.o 
' 
-t 
2 1 0 'I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
12 6 0 6 12 18 24 30 36 42 
BASE IN AT 6M BASE OUT 
CONVERGENCE 
• - Corrected Phoria line. 
o ----- = Uncorrected PhoriCI I ine. 
Raw Clinical Findin~5: 
PhoroPter = B&L Green'5 
PD = 60 










13B = 4 exo 
20P = 10 e!:.O 
21P -- 13 exo 
I 












- JiO g 
iii ... 111!!1 - !!t 




Prism Diopten I 
--
Find in~ Corrected Data Uncorrected Data Ab!:.olute Percent 
Difference Error 
CR AS CR AS CR AS 
-
8 0.6 0 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.2 
13B 11 2.3 11 2.5 0 0.2 
20P 21.1 4.3 25 5.1 3.9 O.R 
21P 3.8 0.8 2 0.6 1.8 0.2 
ACA 
--
4.74 ACA -- 4.99 0.25 5.2% 
Fi~ure 5. <GraPh 3> Corrected and uncorrected Phoria throu~h 7A - - 6.00 
-24-
f
·-··· -·---------------.,-, .. -,,·-, A-,-,,,-n-1 -~~:, 
Hi l.t •l :I 0 :I 15 21 27 Prism Oic»snen 




















l/1 / - ~ 1/ 
V IY 














+ .50 t ~ 
+1.60 
2 1 0 
0 




5 6 7 Meter Angl• 
12 6 6 12 30 36 42 Priem DiopteR 
BASE IN AT 6M BASE OUT 
CONVERGENCE 
• == Corrected Phoria I ine. 
o----- - Uncorrected Phoria line. 
Raw Clinical Findin~s.: 
PhoroPter = B&L Greents. 20 
PD -- 60 21 
7A = -9.00 8 
Fin dine Corrected Data 
CR AS 
8 0.6 0 
13B 11.2 2.3 
20P 20.7 4.2 















ACA = 4.99 
13B = 4 exo 
20P = 10 es.o 
































Prism Add lit 40 em. 
15 !} 3 0 3 9 15 21 27 Prism Oiopten 
2.5 1.5 .5 .5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 Meter Antfes 
I I I / / I I ! I / 7.0 , / ....... 60 
I 7A ~ I Phoria I / A 6.0 Graph 5 -3.60 ' 
,;/;Y ,... ; c I .. c I l· 
0 5.0 -2.150 v~ ... I 1/ 0 M I e, I M .. I /L I 0 4.0 -1.60 I v,/ D ~ ~ A ~. T 3.0 1./ -.60 g 
I 
I • • .., • -
----. .. .. *' - - -+- -




































o ------Uncorrected Phoria line. 
Raw C I ini ca I Find inl::!5: 
PhoroPter = B&L Greent5 
PD:.:: 60 
7A = -12.00 
20 = -14.62 
21 = -10.12 
8 - 0.5 exo 
13B -- 4 eX o 
20P -- 10 e5o 









I Findin• Corrected Data 
CR AS 





A b 5 o I u t :-·----~ --
CR AS CR AS ·~------
0.5 0.2 0.1 0.2 
13B 11.4 2.3 11 2.5 0.4 0.2 
20P 20.3 4 25 5.1 4.7 1.1 
21P 5.1 1.1 
ACA - 4.96 
i I r---~-:-=--:----:-·~---r~--2--:A:--::C:-:;A:------.:4:-.--:;;9--:;;~:-·-6--I-~3-· -1--- 0 • 5 io·~·-c:6-=o/&-












l"ris•n Adtl ot ~0 c:m. 
15 9 :1 0 3 9 15 21 27 Prism Oiopren 
2.6 1.5 .5 ,. .::J 1.5 2 .5 J .5 4 .5 ~t.er Angl" 
I " v / I '· / . 7.0 ... -4.150 v. ~ I Ptlora. I . ..,., A 6.0 
1 
Graph 16, J! 7 .. c I I I c I "' t I' . 0 5.0 I v I I i M ~ ~ M i 0 4.0 
·v 0 i ~ ·! A ! T 3.0 ~ I I ! ~~ - - ~-- I ~ ... - tlii _, - - ~ wt • !ill ,. - -·;; . .. - -- - .... ..... .... .. - ... , . . 0 I 2.0 I' -- -" N ~ I• II ~ ' I ' h ' ' I 'I 1.0 
~ I I ' I 0 .0 ~ I 
2 1 0 ~ 2 3 4 6 6 1 
12 6 0 6 12 18 24 30 36 42 
BASE IN AT 6M BASE OUT 
CONVERGENCE 
• =Corrected Phori~ lin~. 
o ----- = Unc:orrected Phoria I ine. 
Raw Clinical Findin~s: 
PhoroPter = B&L Greents 
PD = 60 
7A = -15.00 
20 -· -17.62 
21 = -13.12 
8 = 0.5 exo 
13B = 4 exo 
20P -· 10 eso 

























Find in!! Corrected Data Uncorrected Data Absolute Percent 
Differe n c e 
CR AS CR AS CR AS 
8 0.6 0 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.2 
13B 11.5 2.3 11 2.5 0.5 0.2 
20P 20 3.8 25 5.1 5 1.3 
21P 5.6 1.2 2 0.6 3.6 0.6 
I ACA = 5.05 ACA = 4.99 0.06 
Fi~ure a. <GraPh 6> Corrected and uncorrected Phoria throu~h 


























Prism Add at 40 em. 
15 9 3 0 3 9 15 21 27 Prism Oiopten 
:1:.5 t .5 .5 .5 1.5 2 .5 3.5 4.6 Meter Angl" 
I I I I 
I l j~ / // I I I i I I ' I I / 
1 -4.150 1.0 _,..,....,...__.~ ... -
! I / // I I ' ~· PhOI"ia II ! ! I 
' ~ . ~ A 6.0 I Graph 7 .. - 3.50 v/ bY ,... ' ~ c I . "' c I I ~ ' &· 5.0 I -2.50 0 . .. 
M I / V . ~ 0 I 9: M I = I • 0 4.0 '/ - 1.50 ~ 
0 I 'V I g f A I ~-T 3.0 I I -.60 
I 
g v ... . ... !!It .., .. .. -- --. ... - - ..... -·i_ . - ... . .. _ __ .. . __ __ _ i. - - - - r - - - - !! 0 ' N 2.0 
' (/ I I I 
1.0 / I 
.f I r I 
0 .0 
'· 2 1 0 , 2 3 4 5 6 7 
12 6 0 6 12 18 24 30 36 42 
BASE IN AT 6M BASE OUT 
CONVERGENCE 
• -Corrected Phoria line. 
o ----- - Uncorrected Phoria I ine. 
Raw C I inica I Findine:s: 
PhoroPter = B&L GreenJs 
PD = 60 
7A - +3.00 
20 = +0.37 
21 = +4.87 
8 = 0.5 exo 
13B = 4 e xo 
20P = 10 eso 









Findine: Corrected Data Uncorrected · Data Absolute Percent 
Difference Error 
CR AS CR AS CR AS 
8 0.5 0 0.5 0.2 0 0.2 
13B 10.2 2.3 11 2.5 0.8 0.2 
20P 22.8 5.1 25 5.1 22 0 
21P 1.1 0.1 2 0.6 0.9 0.5 
ACA -- 4.33 ACA -·· 4.99 0.66 15.2~ 
.. 










Prism Add pt 40 em. 
9 J 0 3 !) 








27 Prt11n Olopten 
























-··• 5 • •·· ~ - --- ~ -· - - ... 4k~.Y. .... 1----~--~----·~-· ---+--s4;;~.....jl. /' [/.~~,.... --+-- ---1----+---+---+-----t ... JIO ~v ! 




















• = Correcte~ Phori~ lin~. 
5 6 7 
30 36 42 
BASE OUT 
o------ Uncorr~cted Phori~ line. 
Raw Clinical Findim!s: 
PhoroPter = B&L Greents 
PD - 60 
7A = +6.00 
Find in~ Corrected Data 
CR AS 
8 0.4 0 
13B 9.9 2.3 
20P 23.6 5.5 
21P -0.2 -0.2 
ACA ::: 4.18 
20 = +3.37 
21 -- +7.87 







ACA = 4.99 
13B -- 4 eX o 
20P = 10 eso 

































.I 0 :I 
. 5 
'l If, ::11 17 Prlm"l Oiopt.,, 
,. 
. ::1 1 5 J .5 4.6 Meter AnQI .. 
' 
7 .0 I -4.60 











4.0 -1.60 I 
8 














· · · -· · fV: ----· -· -· · --· --, -· -· g ~ 




















o ----- = Uncorrected Phoria I ine . 
Raw Clinical Findinf:!s: 
Phoropter = B&L Green's 
PD = 60 
7A = +9.00 
Find in~ Corrected Data 
CR AS 
8 0.3 0 
13B 9.5 2.3 
20P 24.5 6.0 
21P -1.8 -0.5 
ACA = 4.02 ' 
20 = +6.37 
21 = +10.87 







ACA = 4.99 
13B = 4 e x o 
20P = 10 eso 









Fi~ure 11. CGraPh 9> Corrected and uncorrected Phoria throu~h 








































9 15 21 27 Prism Diopten 
1.5 2.5 3 .5 4.5 Meter Anet• 
1/ // I/ -UO 
;. / T ~ 
I .l~- ' 
t--"""'"'"r- --r-.r-,-+--......,"1---.,.-,_."'""'::rl.zo'l'~--+----t -3.50 ... I .. I I . ..:":-r a / ' -2.50 8: . ~--~--~--~--~~---+~:1-+v+/--~~v--~!~. --~~--~--~ ; 
I 1 j j ~----~--~-----r----~----+-~~~--~~---+----4-----+---~-1~ K l1/ / · I . I 
~----~---1----~----~--~+-~~~---;-----+----~----+---~- DO 
----/l-;:< --------1.,- - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - ~ 
~----~--~-=--~~~~~~~~~~---4----~----4----~--~· .50 JV j I I ~ 
lj 1.0 r-----r----+----~--~~----+-~--~--~-----+----~----~--~·1.~ 1--~o.o~~~~~~~~l~l~J~~~-- ~~~ 2 1 0 1 :l 3 4 ~ 6 7 Meter Angles 
12 6 0 6 12 18 24 30 36 42 Prllm Diopter~ 
BASE IN AT 6M BASE OUT 
• CONVERGENCE ..__ _____________________________________ .__.. ______ __, 
• = Correct~d Phoria line 
o ----- - Uncorrecte~ Phoria I ine. 
Raw Clinical Findin.e:s: 
PhoroPter = B&L Green's 
PD = 60 
7A = +12.00 
Fin dine: Corrected Data 
CR AS 
8 0.3 0 
13B 8.9 2.3 
20P 25.6 6.5 




20 - +9.37 
21 = +13.87 







ACA = 4.99 
13B = 4 ex o 
20P -- 10 e so 









Fi.e:ure 12. <GraPh 10) Corrected and uncorrected Phoria throu.e:h 





















Prism Add nt 40 em. 
:l 0 ~I <) :.>I 27 Pr l11n Olo~ll4!n 
l.ti .5 .5 1.5 2.5 J .'S • .r. Meter Anti• 
l I I 
v I/ i _,<-V -4.&0 



















. ..... . . -. - .. -. 
: I / y 
•• - • i • /;· v . . . . . ..... ... --... . 











-.EO ~. g 
... ..... !! 
+ .60 a ~ -
+1 .&0 
2 1 0 1 .2 3 4 5 6 7 Meter Angl• 
12 6 0 6 12 18 24 30 36 42 Prism Oloptlf'l 
BASE IN AT 6M BASE OUT 
CONVERGENCE 
r; • 
= Corrected Phorie~ line. 
----- = Uncorrected Phoria line. 
Raw Clinical Findin~s: 
Phoropter = B&L Green's 
PD = 60 
7A = +15.00 
Find in~ Corrected Data 
CR AS 
8 0.1 0 
13B 8.3 2.3 
20P 27 7.2 
21P -6 -1.6 
ACA = 3.73 
20 = +12.37 
21 = +16.87 







ACA = 4.99 
13B = 4 exo 
20P = 10 eso 









Fi~ure 13. <GraPh 11> Corrected and uncorrected Phoria throu~h 























Prism Add ut 40 em. 
15 9 3 0 3 9 15 21 27 Prian Olopten 
2:5 1.5 .5 .5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4 .6 Meter Angl• 







4.0 I / - 1.60 
II II / v / / ~ I I ~ ~ 3.0 
- .60 g . J I / r / ... .. ... .. .. .. .. -.. 1- - • - • -~7 .. . -. .... ---- .. . ... . c . .. .. !! ~ 2.0 +.50 
I v I v ' ~ . I I 8 1.0 i I / +1 .60 
' r/ 1; // v Vf ' • I 0.0 ( 


















36 42 Prlan Oioptera 
BASE IN BASE OUT 
CONVERGENCE 
• =Corrected blur line5. 
o - ----=Uncorrected blur l i ne5 
Raw Clinical Findin~5: 
PhoroPter = B&L Green'5 
PD ·- 60 
7A .... 0 
Find in£! Corrected 
Blur Data 
CR AS 
17A 4.7 2.2 
20 14 4 . 8 
ACA = 3.60 
9 7.9 0 
16A 25 2.2 
21 14 0.4 
ACA = 7.26 
20 = - 2 .62 
21 = +1. 87 
9 -- 8 e5o 





ACA = 4.20 
9 0.2 
28 2.5 
15 0 . 6 
ACA = 7.78 
16A = 13 e 5o 
17 A -- 11 e xo 
·-· 
Ab5olute Percent 
Difference Er ror 
CR AS 
0.7 0.3 






Fi~ure 14. <GraPh 12> Corrected and uncorrected zone of clear 5in~le 























































- I v 1_.,~7 
_; I ~1~ 6.0 
c 




















2 1 1 2 5 6 7 Meter Angles 
12 6 
0 




24 30 36 42 Priem DiopteR 
BASE IN AT GM BASE OlJT 
CONVERGENCE 
• =Corrected blur lines. 
o----- =Uncorrected blur lines. 
Raw C I inica I Find ines: 
PhoroPter ~ B&L Greents 
PD -- 60 




17A 5.8 2.3 
'20 14 4.3 
ACA -- 4.11 
9 7.8 0 
16A 23.8 2.3 
21 14 0.8 
ACA = 6.77 
20 -· -8.62 











ACA = 7.78 
16A = 13 eso 











Fieure 15. <GraPh 13> Corrected and uncorrected zone of clear sine:le 







Prism Add st 40 em. 
15 9 3 0 3 9 15 21 27 Prism Olopten 
2.6 ,.5 .5 .5 1 5 2 .5 3.5 4.6 ~ter Anti• 
I I I I /' ' I / I 
1.0 T:----t- r-· .I ...... &0 I I ~/ ' I ~ . 6.0 .. i ' -3.60 A Graph 14 
I ·/I lv : ,.. y ~ c . .. c dt : <» 8: · 0 5.0 -2.60 
/' I i/ v~ , 0 M :; / 0. M / ~· I 01 4.0 "' -1.60 ::0 0 n r v: / v / • 0 I v n 0 .. A I ~ I / / l T 3.0 . -.60 / - / / / ' g I .. -' . .. -.. -- - !!!! - • ..... -/ ill --~~ .. .. § · --·-·· · • - iii .. ! 0 I / ' I ~ 
N 2.0 +.50 n 
I 
•/ VY v / ~ . / / +1.60 1.0 
' v K ' / I ~ ~L fi I I 0.0 \ 
.. 
2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Meter Angltl 
12 6 0 6 12 18 24 30 36 42 Priam Diopten 
BASE IN AT 6M BASE OUT 
CONVERGENCE 
• =Corrected blur lines. 
o ----- = Uncorrected b I ur I ines 
Raw Clinical Findine:s: 
PhoroPter = B&L GreenJs 
PD -- 60 
7 A == -15.00 
Findinf.! I Corrected 
Blur Data 
CR AS 
17A 7.2 2.3 
20 14 3.8 
ACA ::: 4.55 
9 6.5 0 
16A 22.1 2.3 




20 ·- -17.62 
21 = -13.12 













16A = 13 eso 













Fif.!ure 16. <GraPh 14> Corrected and uncorrected zone of clear sinele 




- -·- ···· 
Pri1m Add lit 40 em. 
15 9 J 0 3 9 15 21 27 Prism Oiopten 
2.5 1.5 .5 .5 1 .5 2.5 3.5 4.5 Meter Anal• 
T i I 7 7 7 I I [/ ' I 
' -4.60 7.0 I 7 v 1: I '/ 1 I ~ I ·, / 
-3.50 A 6.0 Graph 15 ~I bY ,... ~ -c / .. c &· I 
-2.150 0 5.0 7 ;, v / / ... 0 M f I /,-v M I ' -1.50 0 4.0 V I [7 ~ I n 0 I / Q I I .. A I I ~ T 3.0 ·~ . -.60 d'. j/ Vt·· ·· v g I ·./ • .. - .. -- ,., .... -- --. - - . -.. .. ' - '!" .. - ... - •ii· - .. - -. -- ...0 ~-N 2.0 • .50 
if; / I t?' ~ I f I / I t / I 
. +1.60 1.0 
7 / ~7 _0.0 0 / ' 
2 1 0 1 2e 3 4- 6 6 7 Miter Angt• 
12 6 0 6 12 18 24 30 36 42 Priem DiopteR 
BASE IN AT 6M BASE OUT 
CONVERGENCE 
• = Corrected blur lines. 
0 ----- = Uncorrected blur lines 
Raw Clinical Findin.f!s: 
PhoroPter = B&L Green's 20 = +3.37 16A = 13 eso 
PD = 60 21 = +7.87 17A 
--
11 exo 
7A = +6.00 9 = 8 eso 
Findin.f! Corrected Uncorrected Absolute Percent 
B I ur Data B I ur Da.ta Difference Error 
CR AS CR AS CR AS 
17A 2 . 6 2.3 4 2.5 1.4 0.2 
20 14 5.5 15 5.1 1 0.4 
ACA = 3.56 ACA = 4.20 o. 64· 17.9% 
9 9.5 0 9 0.2 0.7 0.2 
16A 27.5 2.3 28 2.5 0.5 0.2 
21 14 -0.2 15 0.6 ~ -1 0.8 
ACA = 6.41 ACA = 7.78 1. 37 21. 4o/c 
Fi.f!ure 17. <GraPh 15> Corrected and uncorrected zone of clear sin.f!le 








Prism Add at 40 em. 
15 9 3 0 3 9 15 21 27 Prism Oiopten 
2.5 1.5 .5 .5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 Meter Angl• 
1 I • t v ~-7.0 ~ -4.50 v I v l ' I I II ' ~" ...., -3.50 A 6.0 Graph 16 I v 7 r-c l I i ~ c d . l · 
-2li0 0 5.0 v v -, ... I ' ~ / 0 M 0. ' v ... M 1: I . I -1.60 0 4.0 J ! I v, V"' 0 I ~ · I r / v A ' ~. T 3.0 :, - -.50 f/ 1/ : Z. -- g I --:tt; • .. • .. v ill M> - - - • -... -- .. . -.. , .. . . - .. - ..... - . -.... ..0 L / • t N 2.0 ' +.50 ij / v •  / .v ~ -[I I j I / ; 
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2 1 0 '1 2 3 4 !i 6 7 Meter Angltt 
12 6 0 6 12 18 24 30 36 42 Pritm Olopttn 
BASE IN AT 6M BASE OUT 
CON~EAGENCE 
• -- Corrected blur lines. 
o----- = Uncorrected blur lines . 
Raw Clinical Findin~s: 
PhoroPter = B&L Greents 
PD -- 60 




17A 1. 8 . 2.3 
20 14 7.2 
ACA = 3.22 
9 14.6 0 
16A 32.7 2.3 
21 14 -1.6 
ACA = 4.96 
20 = +12 .37 
21 -- +16. 87 
9 = 8 eso 
Uncorrected 








ACA = 7.78 
16A = 13 es o 










2.82 56 . 9~ 
Fie!ure 18. <GraPh 16> Corrected and uncorrected zone of clear sine!le 






































Prism Add at 40 em. 






















27 Prism Oiopten 
4.6 Meter Angla 
7 Meter Angl• 
. 42 Prlun Oiopt..-. 
• = 60 PD corrected Phoria line. 
o------ 70 PD corrected Phoria line. 
Raw Clinical Findinf!s: 
PhoroPter = B&L Greents 
7 A -- -6. 00 
20 = -8.62 
~ 
Findin!1. PD ...... 60 
Corrected Data 
CR AS 
8 0.6 0 
13B 11 2.3 
20P 21.1 4.3 
21P 3.8 0.8 
ACA = 4.74 
-
21 -· -4.12 
8 = 0.5 exo 
13B = 4 exo 







ACA = 5.11 
20P = 10 e s o 









Fi!1.ure 19. <GraPh 17> Corrected Phorias for 60 versus 70 PD 
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I +----;Graph -!!! . Cl 19 ~ -1 _; 
2 1 0 J 2 J 4 5 6 7 ~~A~es 
12 6 0 6 12 18 24 30 36 42 Pritm Dlopters 
BASE IN AT 6M BASE OUT 
FiE!~re 20. <Gr~Phs 18 ~nQ 19> AI I normative data, corrected versus 
uncorrected, thr.o..u.ah .. n .7A = -6.00. 
' 
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TABLE 3. AI I Normative Data, Corrected versus Unc orrect ed, throu~h 
7A ::-:: -6.00. 
Clinical Findin~s: 
PhoroPter = B&L Green's 8 = 0. 5 16A = 13 e s o 
PD = 60 9 -- 8 eso 16B -- 19 eso/ 9 
7A 
-· 
-6.00 10 = 19 eso/9 eso 17A 
·-
11 exo 
20 = -8.62 11 -- 8 exo/ 3.5 exo 17B = 20 exo/12 
21 = -4.12 13B - 4 exo 
Line Finqin st Corrected Uncorrected Absolute 
Datq Points Dat<:~ Points Difference 
CR AS CR AS CR AS 
Phoria 8 0.6 0 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.2 
13B 11 2.3 11 2.5 0 0.2 
20P 21.1 4.3 25 5.1 3.9 0 . 8 
21P 3.8 0.8 2 0.6 1. 8 o.z 
ACA = 4.74 ACA = 4.99 0 .25 
.. 
BI-Biur 17A 5.8 2.3 4 2.5 1.8 0.2 
20 14 4.3 15 5.1 1 0.8 
ACA = 4 . 11 ACA = 4.20 0.9 
BO-Biur 9 7.8 0 9 0.2 1.2 0.2 
16A 23.8 2.3 28 2.5 4.2 0.2 
21 14 0.8 15 0.6 1 0.2 
ACA = 6.77 ACA = 7.78 1.01 
~ 
BI-Break 11 -5.8 0 -7 0.2 1.2 0.2 
17B -1 2.3 -5 2.5 4 0.2 
ACA = 2.05 ACA = 0.86 1. 1 9 
'To-Break 10 17.1 0 20 0. 2 3 0.2 
16B 28.3 2.3 34 2. 5 6 0.2 
ACA -- 4.79 ACA = 6.00 1.21 
BI-RecoverY 11 -2 0 -2.5 0.2 0.5 0.2 
17B 5 2.3 3 2.5 2 0. 2 
ACA 
--
2.99 ACA - 2.36 0.63 
~--- ---- -- -
EO-RecoverY 10 8.6 0 10 0.2 1.4 0.2 
16B 20.8 2.3 24 2.5 3.2 0.2 
ACA = 5.21 ACA = 6.00 0.79 
--
e s o 
exo 
Percent 










The Percent error ha& been defined a& 
Corrected ACA - Uncorrected ACA 
Corrected ACA 
Thi& allows a raPid evaluation of the Percent of chan~e that 
occurred from the corrected ACA to the uncorrected ACA value. 
ZONE_Q[ CLEAR SINGLE BINOCULAR VISION 
The ba&e-in to b l ur and the ba&e-out to blur lines define the 
limit& of clear sin~le binocular vi&ion for a ~iven individual. In 
situations in which this zone aPPears restricted, visual trainin~ 
can be emploYed in an attemPt to increase the duction ran~es. The 
result of this is often a chan~e in the ~raPhical rePresentation 
of the visual sY&tem towards a more favorable situation. For these 
reasons the base-in and base-out blur line& can be considered rather 
important line& in ~raPhical analYsis. 
five QraPhs (fi~ures 14 throu~h 18> have been Pre&ented to 
demonstrate the effect that the inclusion of the correction factors 
can make in the aPPearance of the zone of clear sin~le binocular 
vision a& defined bY the base-in and base-out blur line&. 
The refractive error corrections considered for this evaluation 
are Plano -6.00, -15.00, +6.00 and +15.00 dioPters. The -6.00 and 
+6.00 would ProbablY rePresent a fairlY commonly seen Patient in 
most Practices. The -15.00 and +15.00 would be examPles of more 
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extreme refractive error5. 
PD CONSIDERATIONS 
GraPhical anaiY5i5 traditionallY ha5 a55Umed a univer5al PD of 
64 mm. One ~raPh (fi~ure 19) demon5trates how the PD can affect the 
f in din~ 5 • A PD of 6 0 and one of 7 0 are comPared ~ r 1:1 Phi c a I I Y , in 
term5 of ab5olute difference of the data Point5, and bY Percent 
.) 
error of the re5ultant ACA ratio. The 60 and 70 PD5 are ~raPhed 
u5in~ identical findin~5 and includin~ a! I the correction factor5. 
Traditionally, the 5timulu5 to conver~ence at 40 em ha5 been 
con5idered to be 15 Pri5m dioPters. Thi5 would be valid if one were 
u5in~ a B&L Greenl5 phoroPter with an R value equal to 28 mm and if 
the PD wa5 64 mm: 
6.4 em 6.4 em 15A 
<.4 + .028> meter5 .428 meter5 
If the PD were chan~ed to 55 in5tead of 64 mm, the 5timulu5 to 
conver~ence at 40 em is 13A: 
5.5 em 5.5 em -·· 13A 
< .4 + .028> meter5 .428 meter5 
THE GRAPH Of ALL NOR~1AT_!_~~ _ ANALYSIS DATA 
final IY one ~raPh (fi~ure 20> i5 Pre5ented to demonstrate the 
aPPearance visuallY of all 5even line5 ~raPhed 5imultaneou5IY. One 
~raPh includes the correction factor5 in the calculation5, the other 
one cloe5 not. A~ain the I ine5 are comPared ~raPhicaiiY, in term5 of 
the ab s olute difference of the data Points, and bY the Percent 
error of the resultant ACA ratio. 
CHAPTER IV 
-DISCUSSION-
The data Pre~ented in chaPter III indicate~ t hat a verY real 
difference occurs between Plottin~ oPtometric fi n din~ ~ wi t h th e 
propo~ed correction factors ver~u~ Plottin~ them without the cor-
rection factors. A clinician i~ able to measure Prism findin~ s to 
within 0.5 Pri~m dioPters and lens findin~s to wit hi n 0.12 di oPter s 
durin~ a routine vi~ual examination. In alI the ~raPhs pre sented 
in this PaPer an absolute difference between the corrected and un-
corrected data of at lea~t 1 Prism dioPter an d 0.25 dioPt ers can be 
found to exi~t on one or more of the Point~ bein~ Pl otted. Thi~ i~ 
definitelY a difference which can have clinical si~nif i cance. 
AI I the result~ have been obtained usin~ norms from the 
normative anaiYsi~ data ~cale. A Patient with ~ross deviations 
from this norm would be exPected to demonstrate even ~rea t er 
differences between corrected and uncorrected result s. 
The differences found were most dramatic as the refractive 
error increased and/or as the testin~ distance wa~ reduced. The 
lar~est ab~olute Pri~m dioPter difference was found on fi~ure 13 
in which a difference of 8 Prism dioPter~ was observed between a 
corrected versus an uncorrected Prism findin~. A diiference of 2.2 
dioPter~ was the lar~est accommodative ~timulus variance observed, 
demonstrated on fiP.ure 13. The lar~est absolute difference 
between the ACA ratio was 2.82 dePicteQ on fi~ure 18. This is a 
57 Percent error in the ACA ratio. The ma~nitude of such errors 
should not be i~nored bY the Profession of oPtometrY. 
PHORIA ~INE 
Fi~~res 3 throu~h 13 dePict the effect that the refractive 
error can have on the Phoria line. From these fi~ures it can be 
seen that in alI cases an absolute difference of at least 1 Prism 
dioPter of conver~ence and 0.25 dioPters of accommodation is Present 
for one or more points. 
The absolute difference of the ACA ratio varies with the refrac-
tive error with a hi~h of 1.26 Prism dioPters Per dioPter. This was 
a 34 Percent error in the uncorrected ACA ratio. If Sheardts or 
Prattts criterion were used for a lens PrescriPtion such an error in 
the ACA ratio could result in an erroneous lens Prescri~tion. 
The Phoria line tends to show the least amount of chan~e between 
corrected and uncorrected data, since the Prism findin~s are lower. 
ZONE Of CLEAR SINGLE BINOCULAR VISION 
Fi~ures 14 throu~h 18 are Presented to dePict the effect that 
varYine refractive errors maY have on the zone of clear sin~le 
binocular vi5ion. The re5ults are somewhat Predictable. One would 
expect that once the correction factors are incorporated into the 
~raPhin~ the result would be a more realistic rePresentation of the 
visual sYstem. At anY ~iven distance a corrected hYPeroPe would be 
exPected to have to accommodate and conver~e more than a corrected 
mYoPe. 
This is exactlY what is 5een ~raPhical IY and the zone of clear 
sin~le binocular vision constricts or exPands accordin~IY. Without 
the correction factors the zone aPPears the same for a ~iven set of 
findin~s re~ardless of the refractive error. 
One mi~ht conJecture how this could be aPPlied to a Patient who 
aPPears to have a rather normal zone ~raPhical IY' Yet hC~s a number of 
asthenopic complaints, especiallY at near. The reason wo~ld be that 
without the correction factors one is not seein~ the real rePresenta-
tion of that individual ts visual sYstem. This would ParticularlY 
aPPlY to a mYope, since his uncorrected zone aPPears lar~er than it 
reallY is. 
PD CONSIDERATIONS 
The PD qffects the conver~ence Plottin~ but not the Plottin~ of 
the stimulus to accommodation. This is exactlY what is observed on 
~raPh 17 (fi~ure 19) and the corresPondin~ comParison of data Points. 
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The re~ultant ACA ratio i~ al~o affected. In the examPle eiven, 
the absolute difference between the two ACA ratios was 0.37 for a 
7.2 Percent error. 
In thi~ examPle onlY the PD wa~ altered. AI I other Parameter~ 
were left con~tant. However, eiven the ProPer combination~ of 
refractive error~ and PD~ the combined ~ffect would be exPected to 
be even more dramatic. 
T H E G R ~-f-~ ____ Q_f~ L L -~..Q.R ~1 AJ IY.E: .. c.....'\ti~l§J S D AT~-
Fi~ure 20 demon~trate~ the effect of PI ottine al 1 seven line~ 
simultaneou~IY with and without the correction factors. An absolute 
difference of at least 1.2 Prism dioPters and 0.2 dioPters was found 
in each of the eieht lines. A wide ranee of differences were noticed 
dePendine uPon the line beine Plotted. 
This is reflected in the various ACA value~ obtained from 
different lines. The absolute difference between corrected and 
uncorrected ACA values ranee from 0.9 to 1.19 for a Percent error 
of 5 Percent to 58 Percent. 
Overal I' the two eraPhs have the aPPearance of data bein~ Plotted 
from two different individuals. This would be even more aPParent if 
hieher refractive errors were Plotted. 
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OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 
Some comment& are nece& &arY that do not aPPear a & hard data. 
The computer 5Y& t em with t he in corPorated co rrection fa c tor s i& not 
ju&t more ac c urate. I t i s al&o much faster than Plottin~ the ~raPh 
by hand. When alI t he correction factor& are included, a tYPic a l 
line mi~ht take 5 to 10 minute & to calculate and con&truct bY hand. 
In contra&t t o th i & t he same line can be Plotted on the c om Put e r in 
less than 15 &e cond&. 
The comPu te r i& al so able to handle anY data Poin t& t ha t do not 
nece&&ariiY f a l I on the Printed matrix of th e ~raph, &uch as occ u r re d 
on ~raP h s 9, 10 , 11 an d 16. When ~raPhin~ bY hand on e of t en f in ds 
that certain Points have to be extraPolated. Also anY sPecial find-
in~s taken throu~h Plu s or minus adds a t anY distance can read i lY be 
added to the ~ra P h. 
The us e of a linear reeression should also not be t a ke n li ~h tiY . 
It is far superior to any method of eye-bal lin~ the data t o form a 
line. [ye-ballin~ works well when onlY two Points are Plot t ed and 
sometimes three Points are no real Problem. However, the author 
wou I d cha II enee anYone that wo1.11 d cons icier eYe-ba II in~ a ha If a dozen 
data Points versus usin~ a linear re~ression as Performed bY the 
computer. 
In summary, the computer sYstem with the incorPorated correction 
fac t ors Provides a raPid, accurate and imProved method o f Plottin ~ 
~raPhical anal Ysi s data. 
CHAPTER V 
- CONC LUSION-
A comPuter Pro~ram to Plot oPtometric data in a fashion similar 
to the eraphical analYsis format advocated bY FrY and Hofstetter was 
Pr opos ed and dev eloPed. Several cor rection factors were sueeested 
and in corPorated into Part of this Pro~ram with t he int ent ion of 
Providine a more accurate Pres enta t ion eraPhical IY of wha t occ ur s 
in an individual vi sual sYst em. The final comPuter sYstem allowed 
data to be graPhed either with or without the corre ction f actors to 
allow for comparison. 
The correction fa ctors were Proerammed to comPu te the exact 
stimulus to convereence in terms of both meter ane les and Prism 
dioPters at anY distance usine anY indiv i dual PD and anY one of the 
three mentioned Phoropters. The convereen ce resPonse as exPressed 
on the RisleY Prisms was corrected usine AlPern's formula. The exact 
accommodative stimulus was specified usine nodal point and vertex 
distance considerations in vereence calculations. 
It was shown that the inclusion of the correction fa ct ors 
results in a sienificant imProvement in the Plottine of the data, 
esPecial IY with hieh refractive errors and/or near test distances. 
The sienificance of these findines should not be ienored bY the 
-so-
I 
Profession of oPtometrY. One can no lon~er use the excuse of havin ~ 
to Perform tedious, laborious, time consumin~ calculations and 
p'ottin~ in order to use ~raPhical analYsis. Thi s PaPer demonstrates 
that the Present state of the art with comPuter technolo~Y can Provide 
raPid Plottin~ of ~raPhical analYsis in a convenient and economical IY 
feasible manner. AI I this can be done with the added benefit of 
aPProPriate correction factors bein~ incorPorated into the ca lculations. 
A PaPer of this nature demands further research in order to 
maximize the benefits of a comPuterized sYstem o f ~ raPhica l an alYsis. 
The develoPment of this comPuter Pro~ram is onlY the cornerstone for 
further research and develoP~ent in the area of clinical aPPlications 
of theoretical oPtometrY. The ultimate ~oal is to iMProve the 
scientific basis of the Profession of oPtometrY and increase the 
QualitY of visual care delivered to the Public. 
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V + D = v. 0 l 
1/-o + 1/D = 1/i 
<11-T> + (<1/Dl- < ve~tex distance~ ~ V 
<11-T> ~ ( 1·-, -n-> - -<-R -~-.-o-14-; --:-oossi) __ v 
<11 -T> + 
object vere:ence 
lens vere:ence (power of lens> 
V = imae:e vergence 
T = object distance 
imaE!e distance 
- v 
distance from center of rotation of the eYe to th e back 
surface of the main lens bank of the PhoroPter <exact 
value varies with the PhoroPter beine: used> 
AssumPtions: 
1. The distance from the center of rotation of the eYe to the 
front surface of the cornea = 14 mm. 
2. The distance from the nodal point of the eYe to the front 
surface of the cornea = 5.5 mm. 
3. AI I values used in the form~la are exPressed in meters or 
diopters. 
APPENDIX B 
COMPUTER PROGRAM PRINT-OUTS 
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c.. ror-~ I # j Ttl to: rclr.: .J :;: 1 rc ::.~:r,r_~,r,..J) .... "7' .. ,_. -, t 1- d 1 I "J" T \ I .! l t I I t \ .1. ,. 1_1 .t - -,...'7..., t :. •r·...- .. , .. .I l t A t•.; I. _.---. I 
.J! NCXT I 
TD:T 
G IIDr'i[ !N :: . 0 
10 INPUT ~ENTER DISTANT PD IN MH.~;ro: 
11 DASE = PD I 10 
J:r r·n Tl l r " li ., /''\ • 't L. , .( .1. ··-.-· 
16 DX = 3!DY = 8 t 1?! GOTO 
1'/ HGF: 
30 FOR I = 1 TO 253 STEP 19 
40 IWLOT Id TO I vl53 
r'\ ....... ;. 
~ . .i.,', \i 
50 Hf'LOT I + 1 Y l TO I i t ~ 15~'. 
60 NDCf I 
70 FOR I = 1 TO 154 STEP 19 
80 HPLOT l,I TO 246~I 
90 NLXT I 
100 FOR Y = 1 TO 154 STEP 2 
110 X = 5.5 * 19.1 
i .... ,, ... 
. L ... ·:. ·,.j 
130 HPLOT x,y: HPLOT X f 1~Y 
150 FOR X = 1 TO 246 STEP 5 
I.C:O :.rr···-' T '·..:" 1'\LJ;. i r.. 
l ?C: HCOL.OF.;::: 3 
200 HPLOT 210Y1 TO 58r152 
?10 I~ETURU 
r,.-·, l\ 
,,; ..... . \..' 
230 
:2 --f o 
25() 
..... ,. 1\ 
.:..ov 




k i j , 
, .. 1'"/ r:"' 









.,.·. ~ I "·* 
2?8 
300 
HOt'-lE ! I NV[r.:SE 
PRINT II f.7A II 
Pr\INT u " 
r· r.: r N r " 12 o " 
r·1~:INT " t-21 " 
l'"tl-:· . .i 
f\LII 
NDf\MFil.. ! VT~iB 2! HU.r: 7! INf"'UT 





i"• ·-· ~ .. · i'\ L 1 i 
f.: EM 
t~r:s ( A< :t ) ; > tO<> rnr:r~ 270 
VTAB 4 : HTAB 7: INPUT A3t: IF 
301 A<3) = VAL CA3$)! GOTO 308 
305 AC3) = - 777: GOTO 309 
308 rr ABS (A(3)) > 100 THEN 300 
A ·l .+ ~ 1'1-
t··l J . ~' + J. , . AU> --
'*:·'/\ r. 
... : ... ,,,,.  
307 '-.FT"?',f: 5i- HTAB 7: INPUT M-$: IF .~H$ -- "" THUf 3l1 
310 AC4> = VAL CA4S)! GOTO 312 
(A(4)) > 79 THEN 309 
-.l.t-.4, \L•W -.L· W-J.·\V 1i 
.rf· ,.,.# ,.-.. If. 'i'- IT· lj'. 'l'· 
3L3 
rr M:s 
Pl~ INT! PRINT "******PHORIA FINDINGS*************" 
31 ~-; 
320 
~ --. 1::' 
,,),L.~ .._i. 
It r·rnnr " t8 
t'F:INT II :J:J3B u 
~~~ NORMA\.. 
340 ~ .. )Tt~\B c~: t1Tt.r: 7! INf'UT r·:--11.-
3:~;0 JT Hit :::: II II THEll :155 
:)~d F'H :::- I,)AL ( F'H~;): GOTD 360 
355 F'l !( 1 1 1 ) :::: 777! F'H( 1 ~ 2) :.:: 777! GOTO 370 
360 IF ABS (PH)> 79 THEN 340 
M.:l. r·: t< i d ) == r·H: F'll< 1 t 2 ; ~" ' 1. / 6 
370 VT p.,r:; S) ~ HT rd:: 7: Hlr'UT F'Ht> 
3c:o I r r·:-t<t, === " " THEN 385 
:Sf.:l PII ::: 1.JAL. ;; PH$)! GOTO 3?0 
··· 777: r·~ ·l< :::~"' 2 ) ==:= 
390 I~ ABS CPH) > 99 THEN 370 
395 f'l··l( 2 'i i ) :::.: r·t-·l! Pl··l< 2" 2 ) :::: l if • ir 
4 00 '-.'TtiB 10: ~-IT~~[: 7: INPUT PH$ 
410 IF F'H$ ::: "" THEN 415 
4-ll F'H :: Vtd .. (PH$)! GOTO ·1-20 
GOTO 4-00 
4:1 ~~ F'IH 3 ,, :l ) === ···· 777: PH( 3, 2) ::c - 777: GOTD 4-30 
420 IF ADS CPH> > 99 THEN 400 
PHC3rl) = F'H!PH<3,2) = 1 ! .4 
IF A( 3) = ···  777 OR A< 1 ) ::: - 777 THEN F'H( 3~ 2) ::: 
43() '·,JTAB ll.! HTAB 7! INPl.ff f•, .. l$ 
440 IF PHS = "" THEN 445 
441 PH= VAL CPHS>: GOTO 450 
'i-~15 F·~ .. l( 4,1) ::: ···· 777:r·f··l< 4~2) :::: ,_ 7/'7! GOTO 460 
450 IF ABS CPH> > 99 THEN 430 
Li-~;:2 r·H< ...;. , 1 :. =-= r·H: PH< 4 ~ 2) === 1 ; • 4 
"' 777 
454 IF AC5) ~ - 777 OR AC 1) = - 777 THEN PH(4.2) = 777 
·160 r.:Eh 
500 INVERSE !SF = 1 
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510 VTAI:: 13: INVERSE ! PRINT SF;". TEST DISTANCE <METERS)";: NGRM AI . 
515 IF SPS = "" THEN PRINT ! GOTO 600 
520 SP = VAl. CSP$)! IF SP > 7 OR SP < .05 THEN F'r.: I NT 
530 PH<5 t SFy2) = 1 / SP 
5::f.O !-.:'Tt\B 14·: INVEf:!SE ! f·f~INT n L[t··JG 'v'ALLJE 11 1: t~OF~fiAL. 
SF'$ 
545 IF SP$ = "" THEN PRINT CHRt (7)! GOTO 54C 
55C; SF· = VAL ( f~F't-)! IF ABS i: sr·) > 30 T~·IEt·~ F'f\It4T c; .. lr:~t- ( 7;: GOTO 
560 A<5 +SF)= SP 
570 VTAB 15! INVERSE : PRINT II 
Sf'~l; 
IF SPt = "" THEN PRINT CHRt (7): GOTO 570 
II ~-I 
vHt-. ABS CSP> > 70 THEN r·r.:INT 
5r;o Pl·i< 5 + sr·, 1 > •• .• 1 ..... -, ···- or 
5?~~ C'· . .J< :::; ··~ f;r· 1 == ~1( 5 + SF ) ··-· A( 1 ; 
593 IF SF t 1 ~ 6 THEN 600 
595 SF ; SF t 1: VTAB 13: PRINT " 
il 
": r·r::rNT " 
510 
600 CCrT'J D<:~.() 
REM SPECIAL VALUES INSERTED ABOVE 
860 F Dr; T ::: 1 T 0 l 0 t r: E ~ I d ) ::: F' H ( I d ) t F\ E < I , 2 ) == r· H ( I " 2 ) : N EX T I 
865 GOSUB 1?! GOSUB 880 
870 CODE = 5! GOSUD 7350! GOSUB 7300! GOSUB 7400! GOSUB 7000 
875 rlt- === STf.:t- ( M )~ F'l~:HH T:=,n< 31 ;; ",~CA:::"; LEFTS < M$~4 ); : nm 
880 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT : PRINT : PRINT : PRINT 
s·:;·o F'~~It~T" .... ~~ o 2 4 t) 8 10 .. 
SfR$ CBASE * - 2)! PRINT LEFTS (G$y5); 
G-~- ~: · s·rr:~:. ~~ BAGE * 2 J: Pf;~INl" TAr:< 13 ); LEFT$ 
904 ,··· .• of · --L:• :p _ .. STf-:~$ ( I\ASE * 4) t F'f-:~INT TAf:( 19) t LEFT$ 
90C F·r:If·{T ·rAB( ~)0) ~ u <···· .. · · PI~:IStiGH 
'i :l. () F\ETURN "'t>oo t:-oR I:: ~ -ct> ~c 
TAT.:/ n\AUI'\JIA ri .t:••, ~ J 1 \..·· '! 
( Gt•, 4 ) ; 
<G~t-,.4- ); 
r•n·,··;··, c::· ·• ,.., 
\.')\J I \..' 1.-·' J. ·,; 
, . :i.lr•l I 'Y' 
.t.J'( I \..1 5 
'C' lt r.. 
..... "l' \.1 
-r ·r·:..ar. 1 1··r 
~ .l. f ·;:I r .. . t I 
C:'""''A 
'I..JI '\.: 
n • r. r~ T ~ 1 T 
+ I 1\ .1. 1'l l 
'701..0 'I.\= ~E.("I.,"l..)-:::: -7TJ QR RE(:t 1 ?.)"- - 7T7 1HE.W 7054) 
7020 XSUM = XSUM + RECI,l )!YSUM = YSUM t RECI~2):N = N J 1 
70::;o X~ :::: X2 + 1:~[( I 1 J. ) t 2! Y2 ::: -..·:~~ ·t· r.:E< I Y 2 ) t 2 
70-10 XY ::.: XY ! r~E( Ttl) ~: f~C< I~2) 
7050 NEXT I 
-rr· . ./ _.., 
i 'JC}'.J 
7065 B = Y~UM I N - XSUM I N I M 
<Y2 - YSUM t 2 I N> 
7070 BY · O:BX = XSUM I N - YSUM I N * M 
7 0 D 0 f; Y : 1') ;t: n : B X ::: ( r: X + 3 # BASE ) * l ? / BAS C 
-; o "'o r Y :· rl ; n: ( n * M 1 < x ~; t.m / N ) Y suM / N * i~ > 
7100 lY = (8 TY> * 19!TX = CTX + 3 *BAS[)* 1? I DAs r· 
7105 IF TX > 246 THEN 7110 
7107 IF BX < 1 THEN 7120 
710? CDTC: 7200 
-57-
. .{ ... 7110 TX = 12.9 * 19:TY = (9 .9 
71 15 n' : CE: ··· TY! * 19 
N ·· XS LH'1 /~ lJ 
.' f j .I 




I J. ~: . .J 
GOTO 7~!00 
ICX ::; l ~ ItY :::: ( ( 
BY = CB - BY) * 19 
7200 HCOLOR~ CODE 
7210 HPLOT BX,DY TO TX,TY 
722() RETUf\N 
:L8 / 
REM PHORIA TRANSFORMATIONS 
FOR TRANS = 1 TO 10 
BASE: / rl + YSUM 
731.0 
7320 IF I:;;E( TRANS, 1) :::: ··· 777 OR RE< Tf.:ANS.2) - ·· 777 THD-! 
I -;.• '"'\ 1::" 
/ ,_J:4.. ,.1 f~ :::: F:E< Tf-::t-.t~S )I 2 ) 
RECTRANS,2) = RE<TRANS,2) -
7:~~:~5 ~-!EXT ·rr:.:;N~) 
/:·: .:i~'S f..:ETUl~.:N 
A< 1 ):CV< t,) = f.,( 4) 
...,. • .,. • ..,.C" 
i ... ) d .... t 
·JJ Ta A_-.. ,... 
"' J. ~ r"t..:..• 1... 
r.~- ,. yr·, A 
• ',.f .. . \ 1 1 \ , .• 
7400 F"GI::: BLINI< "" 1 TO 10; IF BLINK ···· INT CBLINK / 2) * 2) l\. "\"'! rr·:·.I --:-· J. r .. .-': \) , 1'1LJ'{ .I 4' \·' ''1 
7402 HCOLOR= 3! GOTO 7405 
7 ti 04· HCOL or.:: 4-
7405 FOR DOT = 1 TO 10 
7 4- 1 0 I F 1~: E < It 0 T , l ) :::: ···· 7 7 7 0 R f\ E ( It 0 1· ;t 2 ) == ·- 7 7 7 T : ..t E t 4 7 4 -4. 0 
7420 Dl = CRECDOT,l) + 3 *BASE)* 19 I BASE:D2 = C8 - RC(DQT,2)) .J,· -1 r. . ...,. .t .I 
74-:~5 IF D1 < l OR Dl. > 246 OF\ D2 < 1 Of:: rt2 > l52 Tl· l[~~ Go·rt:~ 7440 
74~}0 Hf'LGT Dl:D2! HPLOT D1 ···· 1.,r:2: HF'LOT Dl ·· 1~D2 · 1! HPLOT D1..f:2 ·I V 1 !ral , ... ,'T. ,1. -!· f ~ ; 1.. 1,,,1 ' 
Dl + 1,[t2! HPL.GT Dl + 1,ft2 l 1: t··lPLClT Dl:~I:2 ··~ l 
7 ~i-4-0 NEXT :OClT 
74·45 NEXT f~L.It·-~K 
7,1-60 I~CTURN 
-58-
~; D I ~--; r.: L ( 1 (J 'J 2 ) ~ F\ [ ( 1 0 1 :~ ) 1 ~. :: 1. 0 ) ~ C: 'v• ( l 0 :~ 
6 roR I= 1 TO 10: FOR J = 1 TO 2:RCCI,J>- -l-· -r -y ·) 1. ,,.. \ ...... ·r I •' f f. I ll ... r· I 
,J! NEXT I 
i. TEXT 
8 HOtiE : N ::: 0 
10 INPUT "ENTER DIST,A.-;NT F'D IN tiM." tr·r:: IF r·D < 20 or:.~ f'D ::: :1.00 r::r::u :l.O 
11 BASE = PD I 10 
16 DX = 3 ! DY = 8 * 1?: GOTO 
19 HGr.: 
20 HCm..or,:::: :?: 
30 FOR I = 1 TO 2~3 STEP 19 
·10 HF'LDT I, :l TCl I, l :::;::;, 
,... ..-,"' 
~~:. ~.:. v 
50 ll r· L. 0 T I + 1 Y 1 T 0 I + J 1 15 3 
60 NE>::T I 




HPL.OT J,I TO 246 ri 
NEXT I 
100 FOR y· :·:: 1 ·ro 1.54~ STEr· 2 
110 X = 5.5 t 19.1 
1. ;_:·o f··t COL. Of..::::~ 3 
HF'L.OT X Y y· t HPLDT 
:lAC NEXT Y 
\J f 
,....  ·r 
150 FOR X = 1 TO 246 STEP 5 
J. (. ~~~ y :::: ~:~ + ~; ~:: l 9 
:/0 HPUlT X1Y: HPL.OT X+ 1,y 
1?0 IICOLOR::: 3 
200 HPLOT 210,1 TO 58,152 
:.·· J C r~CTUFiN 
220 HOME ! INVERSE ! PRINT "******ANALYTICAL FINDINGS ********" 
230 PRINT ~ t7A " 
~;4. 0 Pf\ I NT " f-20 11 
2~5() F'F\ I NT u .. 
2{,~.; F'F\INT u 
·1' -:· ......  , 
.::. 1 ·v 
11 
II 
271 A'; J ) :·c VAL ( {',1 t; 
HTAB 7! INPUT AlS: IF Al$ = "" THEN 
27:.; IF i~BS (A(1)) > 1.00 THEN 270 
280 VTAB 3: HTAB 7: INPUT A2S: IF A2S - "" THEN 285 
2B l A< £~ ) -· •Jr.L. t: ~,2$ ) ! GOTO 288 
235 A< 2 i ... . ... ;t77! GOTO 2S·o 




































3~:· 1 r.:::M 
" 
370 VTAB 6! HTAB 7: INPUT BL$ 
300 IF BL$ = HH THEN 385 
381 BL = VAL CBL$)! GOTO 390 
38::'; BU 2 d ) ::. .. .. 777: BU 2 Y 2) ~" , 777! GOTO 400 
390 IF ABS CBL) > 99 THEN 370 
395 .BU 2 ~ 1 ) == Bl! BU 2, 2 } = 1 / • 4 
400 F\G\ 
410 F\E~'i 
A :1.1 r.:n1 
415 REI1 
A·2C F.:U1 
·i·;:·2 f;t_( 3Y 1) =: O!Bl.( 3,2) :::: 1 / .4· 
423 IF AC2) - - 777 THEN BL<J1l)-
.};:::.:;. IF r.< 1 ) -- -· 777 THEN BU 3, 2) .... 
430 f.:FI'i 
44·0 r~En 
4·4 J I~:Et·i 
'~ 4· :; r-: [ ~·\ 
•i- :i :) r;~ c ~·i 
A!:i2 F.:EM 
A· ~.: ·i f:~Ef:i 
:~ t.o r .. :Eti 
500 INVERSE :SF = 1 
-y-,..,. 
·- I I i 
.., ... 1..,. 
I I ' 
'JT,~B 12! PRINT "******SPECI,~L FHHtiNGS***-" 
-59-
50!':; 
~51 0 VT?'tF.: 13! INVERSE! PRINT SF1". TEST DISTAtKE CMETEf\S)";t NOf\~-~~;~ . t TlZrlli"T' .t r ·~. ; \ • .t r 
SF'$ 
515 IF SP$ = "" THEN PRINT GOTO 600 
~i20 SF' = ( SF'$ ) ! IF SP > 7 or.: SF' < • 05 THE:t.J 
530 BLC5 t SF~2) = 1 I SP 
:.;·1-0 VHi:B 14·! INVERSE : PRINT " 
SP1; 
"" THEN PRINT CHR$ (7)! GOTO 540 54·5 IF SF'$ ::: 
550 fiF' === '.)f\L 
5\)0 A< ~-; + sr } 
570 VTM: :!. ~:; t 
CSP$l: IF ABS CSP) > 30 THEN PRINT CHR$ <7)! GOTO 
.... . -r. 
-· ;:)I-
INVERSE : PRINT " DI DLUR";: NOfmAL. 
575 IF SPS = "" THEN PRINT CHR$ (7)! GOTO 570 
580 SF': VAL CSPS>: IF ABS (SF')> 100 THEN PRINT 
5?0 BL.< 5 + Sl:-, 1 ) = SP 
:::;·:;:-2 C'...'( ~:; + GF) ::: ;'!< 5 + SF) .... A( 1 ) 
593 IF SF t 1 = 5 THEN 600 
595 SF =SF + 1! VTAB 13! PRINT II 
II 
597 GOTO 510 
600 GOTO 860 
"! PRINT II 
850 REM SPECIAL VALUES INSERTED ABOVE 




GOSUB 19: GOSUB 880 
CODE = 6: GOSUB 7350: GOSUB 7300! GOSUB 7400! GOSUB 7000: END 
PRINT l PRINT : PRINT : PRINT : PRINT ! PRINT 
F'IUNT II .... 2 0 2 4 6 8 10" 
t:'iA 
~) j, ...... 
·r-11rt1 r·y· 
.1. ~~· \..J 1 
* T l. l r•ti"Y" 





Gt ·-· STF\'.t· <BASE* -· 2)! F'IHNT LEFT$ <G·:I>,5); TAD< r;;;"O"; 
Gl ... STF\$ <BASE* 2)! F'f\ItH Tr.DC 13)? LCFT$ <Gt,.lj.); C\C>S ~9.."l.t::.\ '~<o\:?.1...)'> 
Gt .... STF\$ (BASE* 4)! F'RINT TAB< l?); U::FTi· <G1;,4)~ "<.--i>R\s~s" 
;:;'.!> ... ~;1T~$ ( flt\f.;F :t: /, i! r-•r..•HJT T~T-H ')<:; ·1: ! r::TT1. I r:'<t: . • .A. )~ 
9-1. t) ~I:. TURN. 
7000 FOR I = 1 TO 10 
-i-360 IF r.:E< I, 1 ) :::: ·-· 777 OR t::E< I, 2) ::: .... 777 THEN 7050 -60- . 
702C XSUN::: XSUfi l- RE<I,1):YSUM =:: YSUM + RC<I~2):N::: t~ + 1 
70~SO X2 ~: x:? + I~[( I~ l ) t 2: Y2 = Y2 + RE< I, 2) t 2 
704 0 XY "'' XY + r.:E< I Y 1 ) * f\[( I, 2) 
70!50 NEXT I 
7060 M = <XY - XSUM * YSUM IN) I <Y2 YSUM t 2 I N) 
7065 B YSUH I N - XSUM I N I M 
7070 DY -- O:BX : XSUM I N - YSUM I N * M 
7080 BY~ 19 * B!BX = CBX + 3 *BASE)* 19 I BASE 
7090 TY ~ B!TX = C8 * M + CXSUM IN> - YSUM I N * M) 
7100 TY :·: ( 8 .... TY) # 19:TX ,,, <TX + 3 :>t. f:.ASE} * 1'7 /BASE 
7105 IF TX > 246 THEN 7110 
7107 IF BX ( 1 THEN 7120 
7109 GOTO 7200 
7liC TX ~ ' 12.7 * 19!TY :::: ( 9.? :t: DASE / M + YSUM / N · XSUM / N / M) 
7115 TY = <8 - TY) * 19 
7117 IF BX < 1 THEN 7120 
7118 GOTD 1'200 
7120 BX ~ 1!BY = CC - 2- 18 I 19) *BASE I M } YSUM IN - XSUM /NIH) 
7125 ftY ::: <8 .... f\Y) * 1S· 
7200 HCOLOR= CODE 
721 0 HPLOT BX,BY TO TX 1TY 
7:220 RE' TURN 
7300 REM BLUR TRANSFORMATIONS 
7310 FOR TRANS = 1 TO 10 
7320 IF RE(TRANSvl) = - 777 OR RECTRANS,2) = - 777 THE N 7335 
73)5 R = RE<TRANSJ2) 
7330 RECTRANS~2) = RECTRA NS ,2 ) - CVCTRANS>:RECTRANSY1) = R *BAS[ ~CCTRA 
NG )' l ) 
7:n:'.~ NEXT TF\ANG 
7:'.-15 r.:ETURN 
?:~:5o 
. ..,- ·.·c:··~ 
i ~) '-l '-~ 
ci\1<1> =: o:cv<2; 
l~ETLJr.:N 
.... 0! C'·J< 3 ) ::: A< 2 ) A< l ) 
7 ti·OG FOR BLINK = 1 TO 10: IF BLINK - INT < BL. IW< / 2; * 2) 0 THD-1 
7402 HCOLOR= 3: GOTO 7405 
74-(H- HCOLOR= 4 
7405 FOR DOT ~ 1 TO 10 
7410 IF RECDOT~l) = - 777 OR RECDOT,2l = - 777 THEN 7440 
74-20 Dl == <F.:E<DOT,1) + 3 *BASE)* 19/ f{ASE:D~~ :::: (8 ... f.:E<DOTt2)) 
7423 IF Dl < 0 OR Dl > 246 OR D2 < 0 OR D2 > 152 THEN GOTO 7440 
...... -a r \ 
, .. J. J 
7430 HPLOT D1vD2: HPLOT Dl - 1,D2: HPLOT Dl - 1,D2 1: HPLOT Dl1D2 
I::l + l>D2! I·IF'LOT Dl + 1YD2 + 1! HF'LOT DlYD2 + 1. 
7-1·-~-0 NEXT DOT 
7 ·i-4-~i NEXT BLINK 
7460 F~ETURN 
...., l i'\. /. 
I "'1""\, •• • ,. 
.., ~ 11r•• ,.. 
... + 11! '-·· l 
. .,. 
' 8 
;::r:; f:L.: 10~ ;:- )tf.:E< :to~;;' )rt"\( JO )yC')( 10) 
roR I ~ 1 TO 10! roR J ~ 1 TO 2!RC<I,J) -
.J: NEXT I 
TE>(T 
HDr-1E ~ N ::.o 0 
l () INPUT ~ENTER DISTANT PD IN MM.";PD: 
11 BASE = PD I 10 

















1. '7' (l 
2()() 
HCF: 
FOR I = 1 TO 253 STEP 19 
HPLOT Irl TO Ir153 
HPLOT I t 1Y1 TO I + 1~153 
NEXT I 
FOR I = 1 TO 154 STEP 19 
HPLOT 1~1 TO 246,I 
NEXT I 
FOR Y = 1 TO 154 STEP 2 
t··IC:Crl. Of\:::: 3 
HPLOT x,y: HPLOT X t 1~Y 
NEKT Y 
FOR X = 1 TO 246 STEP 5 
y ":: 5.5 * 1'1' 
HPLOT X Y Y! HF'LOT X + 1 r Y 
NEXT X 
HCOUm=' 3 
HPLOT 210~1 TO 58~152 
210 F<ETURN 
·· 7 7 7 -~ r~ t.. < I 'i •. r ) = 
220 HOME : INVERSE ! PRINT "******ANALYTICAL FINDINGS ********" 
;:·.:r.o r-r<rNT" :t7tl II 
240 PRINT II ~21 II 
;:~;('; Pf::INT II II 
2 6 0 F' F\ I NT II II 
2::.:.~5 Pr~~INT II II 
270 NORMAL : VTAB 2! HTAB 7: INPUT Al$! IF Al$ = 110 THEN 270 
271 A( 1) :::: WiL ( Al t,) 
27~5 IF ABS \A< 1)) > lOO THD{ 270 
2CJ l ;,( 2 ) -· 'vlAL ( A2$ ) : GOTO 288 
285 AC2)- - 777: GOTO 290 
288 IF ABS CA(2)) > 100 THEN 280 
290 t:::Ci'i 
2'i' J I~:Eti 
:.?·-;· 5 f.~[ t·i 
::' ') n 1~: E t·\ 
300 
301 
:l; l (; 






r • r'i•J 













-y-1-t -t ~lr-V'"T" 
f .-' .I ~ t't L.. ,r, I 
3~5 NO~.!Yl!\.L 
340 VTAB 5! HTAB 7! INPUT BL$ 
. 350 IF BLS = "" THEN 355 
351 BL = VAL CBLS)! GOTO 360 
355 BLC1,1) = - 777!BLC1,2) = - 777! GOTO 370 
360 rr ABS (BL>) 99 THEN 340 
3t) 1 BL< 1" 1 ) = BL: BL< l '2 ) ::: 1 / (-, 
370 VTAB 6! HTAB 7! INPUT BLt 
300 IF BL$ = "" THEN 305 
381 BL ~ VAL <BL$)! GOTO 390 
385 BLC2~1) = - 777!BL( 2y2) = - 777! GOTO 400 
390 IF ABS <BL> > 99 THEN 370 
395 BL(2,1) = BL!DLC2,2) = 1 I .4 
400 r-..:Ef1 
H () F..:f:Ji 
·'i 1 t F:Ei'i 
4-1. ~:; I~EM 
4-2G F:Eti 
A-::.:·:;:: f-{L(3yl) == O!BL(31:~; ::::1./ t4 
423 IF A<2>- - 777 THEN BLC3,1)- - 777 
424 IF AC1) = - 777 THEN BLC3,2) - - 777 
4 30 f.: EM 









I H'.JEt..:SE ! SF c:. l. 
VTAB 12: PRINT "******SPECIAL FINDINGS**" 
-62-
510 VTAB 13: INVERSE : PRINT SF;". TEST DISTANCE CHCTERS)";: ~anr•l.-'•\• + t'<t\.J1 \t triL .. t 
SP1; 
51!:.; IF SPS = "" THEN PRINT ! GOTO 600 
r::"' ~-. J.\ \-,._·. v SP = VAL <SP$)! IF SP > 7 OR SP < .05 F'F\INT CHR$ (7)! GOTD r 1 "· ,.. .•. f.\.·· 
530 BLC5 + SFr2) = 1 I SP 
54-0 t.JTAr: 14-: HWEF\SE : PrUNT II LENS VALUE";: NormAL 
SF'$ 
545 IF SPS = "" THEN PRINT CHRS (7): GOTO 540 
550 SP = VAL CSP$)! IF ABS (5P) > 30 THEN PRINT CHR$ (7)! GOTO 
560 ACS +SF>~ SP 
570 VTAB 15! INVERSE : PRINT " 
SP:~ 
BO-BLUR";: NORMAL 
r: .. >"l::" 
..Ji ...J IF SP$ = 1111 THEN PRINT CHRS (7)t GOTO 570 
5B() SP = VAL CSPt>! IF ABS CSP) > 100 THEN PRINT 
592 CVC5 t SF)= A(5 +SF>- AC1) 
593 IF SF + 1 = 5 THEN 600 
595 SF ::= :3F ·I· 1! VTP.IB 13! PRINT II 
II 
" ! GOTO 510 
600 GOTO B60 
850 REM SPECIAL VALUES INSERTED ABOVE 
"! PRINT II 
CHR$ < 7 ) ! 
8{,0 FOF: I ::~ 1 TO 10: F-~E< I Y 1 ) :::: f{L( I, 1 ) ! r.:E< I t2) = BL< I, 2)! NEXT I 
865 GOSUB 19: GOSUB 880 
870 CODE = 6! GOSUB 7350: GOSUB 7300! GOSUB 7400! GOSUB 7000! FND 
880 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT : PRINT : PRINT ! PRINT 
890 PF.:J.NT " 2 0 2 4 6 8 1.0" 
'7'00 Gt --- STf".:~; CBASE :t: 2)! PRINT LEFT$ (G$,5); TAD< ?>;"o"; 
902 Gt = STRt CBASE * 2)! PRINT TABC 13); LEFT$ (G$~4); 
904 Gt = STR$ <BASE* 4)! PRINT TAB< 19)i LEFT$ CG$,4); 
906 G$ ::: STr.:t (BASE t 6)! F'RINT TAB< 25)1 LEFT$ (G$,4); 
90:'::: PIUNT TAB< 31 ;~"<-.... .PRISMS" 
9_1_0.. RETlJr\N ,ooo ~t>R -:t.,. 1.. "Tt> 1..c 
+ ,.. :..·~·· ,.,.. 
• .t. t·u , __ t 1 
u : Pf\ I ~~T 
701:0 lF f\HI,1)::. -777 OR P.t~'I•Z.)::. -777 ,.He.w 70Sb 
70'20 XSUM = XSUM + f'.:E(J,1):YSUM == YSUM + RE<I,2>:N =NIl 
7030 X2 = X2 + RE<I,1) t 2:Y2 = Y2 + REC r,2) t 2 
7040 XY = XY t RECJ,1> * RECI,2) 
7050 NEXT I 
7060 M ~ CXY- XSUM * YSUM / N) I <Y2- YSUM t 2 IN) 
7065 B = YSUM I N - XSUM I N / M 
7070 BY - O!BX = XSUM I N - YSUM I N * M 
7080 BY ~ 19 * 8!BX = <BX • 3 *BASE)* 19 I BASE 
7090 TY = 8!TX = C8 * M t CXSUM I N) YSUM I N * M> 
7:LOO TY c <G ···· TY) * 19!TX '" <TX + 3 *BASE>* 1? / r:Asr.: 
7105 IF TX > 246 THEN 7110 
7107 IF BX ·( 1 THEN . 7120 
7109 GOTD 7200 
-63-
7110 TX = 12.9 * l?!TY = <?.9 *BASE I M ~ YSUM IN- XSUM I N / M) 
7l15 TY = CB- TY) * 19 
7117 IF BX < 1 THEN 7120 
7':LlB GOTO 7200 
7120 BX = ltBY = (( - 2 - 18 I 19) *BASE I M ~· YSUM I N 
7125 BY = CB- BY)* 19 
7200 HCOLOR = CODE 
7210 HPLOT BX,BY TO TX,TY 
7220 RETUF:N 
7300 REM BLUR TRANSFORMATIONS 
7310 FOR TRANS = 1 TO 10 
7320 IF r.:r::< TRANS Y 1 ) :::: - 777 Of.~ RE< TRANS, 2) ::;: - 777 THEN 
'T""Tr'\r-
/ ,:.) ... :. ·-· r.: ~ == RE< TRANS v 2 ) 
73~30 RE<TRANS,2) = RECTRANS,2)-
NS, 1 ) 
733~~ NEXT ·rr.:At·~E; 
7~H~3 RETURN 
7:!.50 Ct .. 1( 1 ) "c 0 t CV< 2) --
7:s::;5 F:ETUf\N 
7400 FOR BLINK : 1 TO 1,.... Vt 
HCOLOR= 3: GOTO 7405 
1-ICOLOR~.:: 4 
FOR DOT = 1 TO 10 
IF BLINK ··· · 
A( 1 ) 








Dl ~ CRECDOTrl) + 3 *BASE)* 19 I BASEtD2 = CB- RECDOT,2 )) * 1? 
IF Dl < 0 OR Dl > 246 OR D2 < 0 OR D2 > 152 THEN GOTO 7440 
HPLOT D1,D2! HPLOT Dl - 1~02: HPLOT Dl - 1tD2 - 1: HPLOT D1,D2 
Dl + 1,D2! HF'LOT D1 + 1,02 + 1! HPLOT rll,D2 J l. 
7 44-0 NEXT DOT 




DHi r:r::( ::.o.::~ )~ 1~-:r: l<h) ;~·r:a< :1.0 hC '.,J< :1.0) 
FOR I~ 1 TO 10 FOR J = 1 TO 2!RECI,J)-





HOI-·iE : N ::c 0 
INPUT "EtHER It~ t"Wi. II; r"D! Ir PD 100 HID~ l () 
11 BASE = PD I 10 
16 DX = 3:DY = 8 * 19: GO TO 
19 HGF: 
20 IICOL.Of(::.: 3 
30 FOR I = 1 TO 253 STEP 19 
40 HPLOT Ivl TO 1,153 
220 
50 HPLOT I + 1~1 TO I + 1•153 
60 NEXT I 
70 FOR I= 1 · TO 154 STEP 19 
75 IF ABS CAl)> 100 THEN 270 
80 HPLOT J.,I TO 246,I 
9() NC)<T I 
100 FOR Y = 1 TO 154 STEP 2 
110 X = 5.5 * 19.1 
120 HCOL.Dl~:::: 3 
130 HPLOT x,y: HPLOT X + l,Y 




FOR X = 1 TO 246 STEP 5 
Y -= S.5 * 1.? 
HF'L.DT XwY! HPLOT X + 1,y 
l80 NEXT X 
l 9 0 HCOLOf.:::~ 3 
200 HPLDT 210~~ l TO 58)' 152 
:)l 0 r;:ETUF:N 
220 HOME : INVERSE : PRINT "******ANALYT ICAL FINDINGS ********" 
~:~4· () 
,.....::· r .. 
~ . ... . 1 ',.} 
... \I.''-. 
.... · .::'~ ·~··' 
PF:INT II 
r·r~I NT " 
r·F: INT " 
r:·r:: I NT II 
F'I:::INT II 





~70 NORMAL : VTAB 2! HTAB 7! INPUT Al$! IF Ai$ - "" THEN 270 
271 {-',( 1) - 'JAL ( Al$) 













?:1 0 r.:EM 
-{ 1 ·f r.•r.M 
31~ INVER:'.'>IE. ~ 'j'RlNT ">~'lt.,..-"'*"tf·ilA~E.- l.N BRE.At-'. Fl.NC!.N(;.~--~~·** ... " 
315 PRINT " t11 " 
320 PRINT " 117B " 
3~~:.~ Pt:;:It·~T n 




340 VTAB 4: HTAB 7 ! INPUT BR$ 
350 IF BR$ = 11 " THEN 355 
351 BR ~ VAL <BR$)! GOTO 360 
355 fiFo:< 1 v 1) =~ ···· 777!BR< 1, 2) :::: 
360 IF ABS CBR> > 99 THEN 340 
3t. :l Bf\( 1 , l ) ::" Bl~ t BR< 1, 2 ) :·.: 1 / 6 
370 VTAB 5: HTAB 7: INPUT BRS 
380 IF BR$ ~ 11 " THEN 385 





BR(2,1) = - 77 7 !BRC2,2) = - 777! GOTO 400 









·4 .:j r:; 
A·~.'i O 





j", 1::. fl 








·1·:~ :=' REN 
-;. ~s ·~ 1~: n; 
4·l;O F:Eh 
500 INVERSE !SF = 1 
505 VTAB 12: PRINT "******SPECIAL FINDINGS***" 
-65-
510 'v1TP1B 13: INVERSE! PRINT Sf;". TEST DISTM~CE <MC:TU.:s;~~;: ~mr~rlAL. ! ng·uT 
SP$ 
515 IF SP$ = "" THEN PRINT : GOTO 600 
520 SP = VAL CSPS): IF SP > 7 OR SP ( .05 THEN 
530 BRC5 + SF,2) = 1 I SP 
C"iA 
..... J. \.~~ 
540 VTAB 14: INVERSE :PRINT " LENS VALUE";: NORMAL I NPUT 
SPS 
545 IF SPS = "" THEN PRINT CHRS (7): GOTO 540 
550 SP :::: VAL < SP$): IF ABS < SP) > 30 THEN PRINT CIIRt• < 7): GOTO 5~-0 
560 AC5 t SF)= SP 
570 VTAB 15: INVERSE : PRINT 11 BI -·· Bf~EA~~~~;: NORMAL: H~i·UT 
575 IF SPS = ~~~ THEN PRINT CHR$ (7)! GOTO 570 
590 BRC5 + SF,l) = SP 
592 CVC5 +SF>= AC5 t SF)- AC1) 
593 IF sr + 1 ~ 5 THEN 600 
595 SF = SF t 1: UTAB 13: PRINT " 
li 
~~: GOTO 510 
600 GOTO C60 
850 REM SPECIAL VALUES INSERTED ABOVE 
~~: PRINT " 
860 ror.: I::: 1 TO 10tRE<Id) == Bf~<Id>:RE<I~2):::: DR<It2)! NEXT I 
865 GOSUB 19: GOSUB 880 
870 CODE = 2: GOSUB 7350! GOSUB 73001 GOSUB 7400: GOSUB 7000! END 
880 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT : PRINT : PRINT : PRINT 
890 PRINT II -2 0 2 4 6 8 10" 
900 ··· 2)! PRINT LEFT$ <Gt;,s>; TAB< 9);"0 11 ; G!li .... STI~$ ( BASE ,,, If • 
?02 2)! F'RINT TAB< 13); LEFT$ <G$,4); Gf, :::: sn::: ·t· ( B.;sc * 904- 4)! r-rnNT H•n( t ?); 1 rr-T1> ( r.1; • .t): G1> = STF\S ( B.~.SE .... II' 
1:\Cl~ (:,.~-:.. S\9,$ (~~St:-"' 







7000 FOR I = 1 TO 10 
7010 IF" f.:E< I, 1) "' ···· 777 OR RE< I, 2) ::: ·· 777 THEN 7050 
70 20 XSUM ~ XSUM + RE( I,l):YSUM = YSUM ~· RECI,2):N = N 1 1 
7030 X2 = X2 + RECI~l > 1 2tY2 = Y2 t RECI,2) t 2 
704·0 XY :: XY I f\[( I, 1 ) # RE< I, 2) 
7o:::;o NDCf I 
7060 M = <XY - XSUM * YSUM I N> I <Y2 - YSUM t 2 I N> 
7065 B ~ YSUM / N XSUM I N / M 
7070 BY - O!BX = XSUM / N - YSUM / N * M 
7080 BY= 19 * B:BX = CBX t 3 *BASE)* 19 I BASE 
7090 TY = B:TX = (8 * M t CXSUM I N> - YSUM I N * M> 
7100 TY = CB- TY> * 19:TX = <TX t 3 *BASE>* 19 I BAS[ 
7105 IF TX > 746 THEN 7110 
7107 IF DX < 1 THEN 7120 
7J c:r;a GOTD 7;.~00 
7110 TX = 12.9 * 19!TY = C9.9 *BASE I M + YSUM IN 
7115 TY = <8 - TY) * 19 




7120 DX :: 1: BY ::: < ( ···· 2 ·-· 18 / 19 ) * BASE I ri i YSUM l N XStJt-1 / t.: / M ; 
-r-t:-.1:'" 
I .L ..:,:..J 
7200 
7210 
BY = CB - BY) * 19 
HCOL.Of.:= COilE 
HPLOT BX~BY TO TX,TY 
7 2 ~~ (i r-;~ETlJfa:t~ 
7300 REM PHORIA TRANSFORMAT IONS 
7310 FOR TRANS = 1 TO 10 
7370 IF RECTRANS,J.) = - 777 OR RECTRANSy2)- - 777 THEN 7335 
7325 R = RE<TRANS,2> 
73~~ 0 r:E< Tf-.:ANS,2) = RE< Ha~NS, 2) ·-· CVC H~ANS )!RE< H.:AN~)jl J } == 1::: * DASC: r::l":\ H: ~, 
NS v 1 ) 
7335 NEXT Tf.:ANS 
7350 C'.J( l ) ::: 0: C'J( 2 ) ·- 0 
7:)~~5 F~ETUf.~t~ 
7400 FOf.: BLINK :::: :l. TO 20: IF BLINK -- ( INT <BLINK / 2) :t: 2) 0 T:ln~ 7404-
7402 HCOLOR= 3: GOTO 7405 
7 ~i Cd HCOLOr.:= 4· 
7405 FOR DOT = 1 TO 10 
7410 IF RE<DOT~l) = - 777 OR RECDOT,2> == - 777 THEN 7440 
7420 Dl = CRE<DOT,l> t 3 *BASE)* 19 I BASE:D2 = C8 - REC DOT-2) ) * 17 
7425 IF Dl < 0 OR Dl > 246 OR D2 < 0 OR D2 > 152 THEN GOTO 7440 
7430 HPLOT D1,D2: HPLOT Dl - 1fD2! HPLOT Dl - 1,D2 1: HPLOT D1,D2 
Di l 1,D2t 1-IPLOT D1 + 1,D2 + 1: HPLOT D1,D2 + 1. 
7 44·0 NEXT DOT 
74·'~~) NEXT BLINt( 
J.'i ,£..0 1\ETURN 
... .a. r 1 r~ 5 ... i .,.. 
J, f. J J; L . \ .• ' I 
DHi DF:( 10Y2 )~f\[( to~:: }d.( 10 );;C'J( 10) 
FOR I= 1 TO 10: FOR J = 1 TO 2:RECI,J)-
.J: NEXT I 
7 TEXT 
3 IIOi'IE : N ::: 0 
777: [tf:~( I* .J ) -· 
-67-
-r-r-r~ 
l I I + 
A lr:" \ . .- "T" 
•'tL. r .. ' 
10 INPUT "ENTER DISTANT PD IN MM.";PD! IF PD < 20 OR PD , 100 THEN 10 
11 BASE = PD I 10 
1{) DX :-:: 3: DY ==~ 8 * 1?! GOTO 
19 HGr: 
20 HCOLOr:::·: 3 
30 FOR I ~ 1 TO 253 STEP 1? 
40 HPLOT I.l TO I,153 
50 HPLOT I t 1,1 TO I + 1•153 
60 NL<T I 
70 FOR I = 1 TO 154 STEP 1? 
75 IF ADS (Al) > 100 THEN 270 
80 HPLOT l,I TO 246,I 
90 ND<T I 
100 FOR Y ~ 1 TO 154 STEP 2 
110 X = 5.5 * 1?.1 
120 HCOLOR ::: 3 
130 HPLOT XvY: HPLOT X + 1~Y 
1 ·<-0 NEXT .•.. . 
150 FOR X = 1 TO 246 STEP 5 
l i:, () y :::: 5 • 5 * J ? 
FO HF'LOT X1Y: HPLOT X + 1,y 
180 NEXT X 
l ?0 HCOL.O}~:::: 3 
~00 HPLOT 210~1 TO 58r152 
210 r~ETURN 
??0 IICH1F ~ INVEr.:SE : PRINT "******AlHiLYTICAL. FINDINGS ********" 
230 PRINT " t7A II 
2 A o r·t~: :r NT " II 
2~:;:::; FIF~ :r NT 11 II 
II 
II 
270 NORM~l ! VTAB 2: HTAB 7! INPUT AlS: IF Al$ - 11 " THEN 270 
27"J A< l J .... 'J,~l.. <Al$) 
2?~-i IF t1BS ((t(1)) > 100 THEN 270 
2B(} 1:-.:EM 

































INVERSE ! PRINT "******BASE OUT BREAK FINDINGS*****" 









VTAB 4! HTAB 7! INPUT BR$ 
IF BRS = "" THEN 355 
"""'t:' •l ~)d .L BR: VAL CBR$)! GOTO 360 
355 BR< 1,1) = - 777:BRC1,2) = - 777! GOTO 370 
360 IF ABS CBR) > 99 THEN 340 
361 Bf\( l,:t) :::: BI~!Bf\( 1,2)' = 1 I 6 
370 VTAB 5! HTAB 7: INPUT DR$ 
380 IF Bf.:$ ::: II " THEN 385 
381 BR = VAL <BR$)! GOTO 390 
385 BRC2,1) ~ - 777:BRC2,2) = - 777! GOTO 400 
390 IF ABS <BR> > 99 THEN 370 
39::=; BR< 2, 1 ) ::: BFn BR< 2, 2) = 1 / • 4 
400 r<EM 
4- J. \) 1~: E f'l . 








-·: ~;o r.:Er'i 
4 :=_:;) f~Et'i 
i; ~i4- F:EM 
500 INVERSE :sF = 1 
505 VTAB 12: PRINT "******SPECIAL FINDINGS***" 
-68-








IF SF'$ ::: "" THEN PRINT ! GOTO 600 
SP = VAL <SP$)! IF SP > 7 OR SP < .05 THEN Pf\INT CHR$ C 7): 
510 
BRC5 + SF,2) = 1 I SP 
VTAB 14! INVERSE : PRINT " LENS VALUE";: NORMAL 
SP$ 
IF SP$ = "" THEN PRINT CHR$ (7)! GOTO 540 
SP = VAL <SP$)! IF ABS CSP) > 30 THEN PRINT CHR$ (7)! GOTO 
A( 5 + SF) === SP 
GOTtJ 
T ;..rr,I I oy• 
.t. J~ f ' '-j I 
54-0 
570 VTAB 15! INVERSE : PRINT " BO-··Bf\EAt\";: NOf-.:MAL. : INPUT 
575 IF SP$ = "" THEN PRINT CHR$ (7)! GOTO 570 
580 SP = VAL CSPS)! IF ABS <SP) > 100 THEN PRINT CHR$ (7): GOTO 570 
590 BR<5 t SF,l > = SP 
592 CVC5 +SF)= AC5 t SF>- AC1) 
593 IF SF + 1 = 5 THEN 600 
595 SF ~SF t 1! VTAB 13! PRINT " 
" 
"! GOTO 5l0 
600 GOTO B·.SO 
"! PRINT II 
850 REM SPECIAL VALUES INSERTED ABOVE 
860 FOR I== 1 TO lO!RECI1l) :::: r:r.;(I,J)!RE(J,2) == BR(I,2)! NEXT I 
865 GOSUB 19! GOSUB 880 
870 CODE ~ 2! GOSUB 7350! GOSUB 7300! GOSUB 7400! GOSUB 7000! END 
880 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT : PRINT : PRINT ! PRINT 
890 PRINT " -2 0 2 4 6 B 10" 
s·oo GS -- STI:::S <BASE:¥. ··· 2)! PRINT LEFT$ (G$,5); TAD( 9);"o"; 
902 G$ ~ STRS CBASE * 2)! PRINT TABC 13); LEFTS (G$14); 
904 Gt ~ STR$ <BASE* 4)! PRINT TABC 19); LEFTS CG$,4); 
906 GS = STRS <BASE* 6)! PRINT TABC 25); LEFTS CG$,4); 
908 F'f\INT TtUH 31 ) ; II<· ···Pf\ISMS" 
910 F:ETLJF.:f~ (._"~-" ..,, ::: _.,.., 1 DR R'C.I-:t. ~'= _,,1 )\\.~~ ,Cl'SC> 7(l{'lf'l f-:"1!1~· T ::: 1 Tn ·f r1 ~ "1:-!j: R~ ..._,_.., '' '- , •I 
u t r······ T lt,.. 
f 1 1\ J. 1"< I 
702.0 XSIJ!'-~ :::. :x.s!\)_}'!\ -t Rt; L'!.' ~) ~ Y?'l:lt-\ .:: '< s \.>M -t P.r.('!. I ~) ';. N :::. l\J -t :1.. 
70:30 X2 "" X2 + RE< I, 1) t 2: Y2 == Y2 + RE< I, 2) t 2 
704-0 XY ::: XY + r.:E< I~ 1) * t:::E< I ~2) 
7050 NEXT I 
7060 M = <XY - XSUM * YSUM I N) I <Y2- YSUM t 2 IN> 
7065 B = YSUM ! N - XSUM I N I M 
7070 BY - OtBX = XSUM I N - YSUM / N * M 
7080 BY= 19 * StBX = <BX + 3 *BASE)* 19 I BASE 
-69-
7090 TY = B:TX = (8 * M + CXSUM IN) - YSUM I N * M) 
7100 TY = CB- TY) * 19:TX = <TX + 3 *BASE)* 19 I BASE 
7105 IF TX > 246 THEN 7110 
7107 IF BX < 1 THEN 7120 
7109 GOTO 7;>00 
7110 TX = 12.9 * 19:TY = (9.9 *BASE I M + YSUM IN- XSUM IN! H) 
7115 TY = C8 - TY ) * 19 
7117 IF BX < 1 THEN 7120 
7118 GOTD 7200 
71 ::?0 j?,{X :::: 1 : f(·t == ( < -·· 2 - 18 I 19) *BASE I M ~ - YSUM I N - XSUM ! N ! M) 
-r 1 .-, ,:-
/ J. ~·: . ..... 
72(1(:; 
7?10 
PY ::: ( 8 -- BY) * l9 
HC.OL.OF\=' CODE 
HPUH BX v BY TO .,. . ... , "f'\.J' I }.y I I 
7220 r;;FTURt4 
7~00 REM PHORIA TRANSFORMATIONS 
7 ~) :t G FOR TRANS = 1 TO 10 
-y ., .... , •• -•• 
I ~-..£·:.. \) IF RECTRANSYl) = - 777 OR RE CTRANS?2) - - 777 THEN 7335 
732~ f\ :: r;:E{ TRAtJS" 2) 
7330 RECTRANS,2) = RE<TRANS,2 )- CV<TRANS)!RECTRANSt1) = R * BASC RECTRA 
NS ~ 1 ) 
73:::<::. NEXT Tf\ANS 
73<~5 RETUF:N 
73~0 CV(l) = O:CVC2>- 0 
73:':;!:i f-\ETURN 
7400 FOR BLINK = :1. TO 10t IF BLINK ·-- < INT C BLINK / 2) * 2) 0 r:1n: 740-1· 








FOR DOT = 1 TO 10 
IF RE< DOT91) =:: .... 777 or.: RE< DOT,2) ::: --- 777 THD~ 7440 
Dl = CRECDOT,l) + 3 *BASE)* 19 I BASE!D2 = <B- RECDOT,2)) * 1? 
IF Dl < 0 OR Dl > 246 OR D2 < 0 OR D2 > 152 THEN GOTO 7440 
HPLOT Dl~D2: HPLOT Dl - 1,D2! HPLOT Dl - 1YD2 - 1! HPLOT D1vD2 · 
Dl t l1D2t HPLOT Dl t 1YD2 t 1: HPLOT D1?D2 + 1 
7'~-4·0 NEXT DOT 
74·45 NEXT :t-:L.INK 
7i~{)0 RETURN 
1 t , •r•t r 
J. + t "h 1. .. ~ 
-70-
~~ DIM F:C( :lCh;' ) d~F< :10~~~ ),.~.< 10 )~C'·/( 10) 
t• FOr.: I :: 1 TO 10: FOr.: ,J ::: l TD 7! r.:E< I, ,J ) -· 777: f.:C( I, ,J) ·-· 
.J: t~rxr r 
7 TD~T 
8 HOI'H:: ! N <-:: 0 
10 INPUT "ENTER DISTANT PD IN MM.";PD! IF PD < 20 OR PD > 100 THEN 10 
11 BASE = PD I 10 
16 DX = 3!DY = B # 19! GOTO 220 
1 '1' HGt\ 
20 1-fCOI ... Of~:; 3 
30 FOR I = 1 TO 253 ST EP 19 
40 HPLOT 1,1 TO !,153 
50 HPLOT I + 1v1 TO I + 1~153 
60 NEXT I 
70 FOR I = 1 TO 154 STEP 19 
75 IF ABS <Al) > 100 THEN 270 
80 HPL.OT lvi TO 246,I 
90 NEXT I 
100 FOR Y = 1 TO 154 STEP 2 
110 X = 5.5 * 19.1 
120 HCOLOR::: 3 
130 HPLOT XrY! HPLOT X+ l~Y 
140 NEXT Y 
150 FOR X = 1 TO 246 STEP 5 
16 0 y ;:: 5 • 5 * l. 9 











HOME ! INVERSE : PRINT "******ANALYTICAL FINDINGS ********" 
PRINT " t7A II 
"\,( ... i..~· 1J r·r.:rNT II II 
250 PRINT II II 
260 PfUNT " II 
265 PRINT II II 
270 NORMAL : VTAB 2! HTAB 7! INPUT Al$! IF Al$ - " 11 THEN 270 
27 :l 1-;< 1 ) -· VAL < Al $ i 















31 :L F\EM 
312 F\EM 
313 INVERSE : PRINT .. ******BASE- IN RECOVERY FINDINGS***" 
315 PRINT II t11 " 
320 PRINT II t17B " 
PRINT " " 
~35 NOf\MAl. 
340 VTAB 4! HTAB 7! INPUT RC$ 
350 IF RC$ = "" THEN 355 
351 RC = VAL <RC$)! GOTO 360 
355 RCC 1,1) = - 777:RCC1,2) = - 777! GOTO 370 
360 IF ABS CRC> > 99 THEN 340 
361 r.:c< 1 ~ 1 ) "= r.:c : RC< 1 , 2 ) =-" 1 / 6 
370 VTAB 5! HTAB 7! INPUT RC$ 
380 IF RC$ := II II THEN 385 
381 RC = VAL CRC$)! GOTO 390 
385 RCC2r1) = - 777tRC(2,2) = - 777: GOTO 400 




























~00 INVERSE :SF = 1 
505 VTAB 12! PRINT "******SPECIAL FINDINGS***" 
-71-
510 VTAB 13! INVERSE ! PRINT SF;". TEST DISTANCE <METERS)";: NORMAL 
SF'$ 
515 IF SPS = "" THEN PRINT ! GOTO 600 
T ~B-•l t"'i" 
.f. f~1 U I 
520 SP = VAL CSP$)! IF SP > 7 OR SP < .05 THEN PRINT CHR$ (7)! GOTO 510 
530 RC<5 + SFr2) = 1 / SP 
540 VTAB 14! INVERSE ! PRINT " 
SP$ 
LENS VALUE";: NORMAL ! INPUT 
PRINT CHR$ (7)! GOTO 540 545 IF SP$ == 
550 SF' c-: VAL 
560 ~~< 5 + GF ) 





ADS <SP> > 30 THEN PRINT CHRt (7)! GOTO 






IF SP$ = "" THEN PRINT CHR$ C7)! GOTO 570 
SP = VAL <SP$)! IF ABS <SP) > 99 THEN PRINT 
RC< :::.; + SF, 1 ) ::: SP 
ClJ( ~.; ·f SF ) :::: r,( 5 + SF ) ···· A( 1 ) 
593 IF SF + 1 = 5 THEN 600 
595 SF = SF + 1! VTAB 13! PRINT " 
II 
"! GOTO 510 
GOTO 860 
"t PRINT II 
REM SPECIAL VALUES INSERTED ABOVE 
C:HR$ (7)! GOTD 
600 
850 
MO !::-OF: I =-" 1 TO 10 u:::E:C I' 1 ) = RC( I' 1. ) : RE< I' 2) = RC< I , 2 ) : NEXT I 
865 GOSUB 19! GOSUB 880 
870 CODE = 2! GOSUB 7350! GOSUD 7300! GOSUB 7400! GOSUD 7000! END 
880 PRINT ! PRINT : PRINT : PRINT : PRINT ! PRINT 
890 PF\INT II -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 11 
900 G$ ·- STF\$ CBA~)E *- ·- 2)! F'f\INT LEFT$ CG$,5); TAB< 9); 11 0 "; 
902 GS ~ STR$ (BASE* 2)! PRINT TAB< 13); LEFTS CGt~4); 
904 G$ = STR$ CBASE * 4)! PRINT TAB< 19); LEFTS CG$,4); 
906 G$ = STRS <BASE* 6)! PRINT TAB< 25); LEFTS CG$,4); 
908 r·F:INT TMl( 31 ); '' <·· ·-r·RISMS" 
9J. 0 F:ETUI~N _ 
JOOO FOF;: T :: :t TO 1 O ~ :L.~ ~E(!.)'l.)- -Ill CR ~E(::t. 1 ot.):::.. -TTl \~c~ '1C"SO 
54·0 
,...,.,... 
, _ _., \.1 
70Z.I> x .5~.>}\ = x suM. -t ~f:..l "l:.l' :1) : Y'5uM :. '( ~uM -t Re..l"x, z. ~ ~ ~ ::. W t 1. 
7030 X2 " X:? + RE< I, 1 ) t 2! Y2 :::: Y2 + f.:E< I' 2) t 2 
70A-0 XY :. XY + r.:E<I~1) *· RE(I,2) 
70::';0 NEXT I 
7060 M = CXY - XSUM * YSUM I Nl I CY2 - YSUM t 2 IN) 
706~ B ~ YSUM I N XSUM I N I M 
7070 BY - o:BX = XSUM I N - YSUH I N * M 
7080 BY~- 19 * 8!BX = CDX t 3 *BASE)* 19 I BASE 
7090 TY =· 8!TX = (8 * M f <XSUM IN) - YSUM I N *H) 
7100 TY ~ (8- TY) * 19!TX = CTX t 3 *BASE>* 19 I BASE 
7105 IF TX > 24t. THEN 7110 
7107 IF BX < 1 THEN 7120 
7l09 GOTO 7200 
-72-
7110 TX ~ 12.9 * 19:TY = <9.9 J BASE I M + YSUM IN- XSUM IN I M) 
7115 TY = CB - TY) * 19 
7117 IF BX < 1 THEN 7120 
7118 GOTO 7200 
7:120 B>: ::: 1! BY ::: < ( ···· 2 -·· 18 / 19) J BASE / M + YSUM / N - XSUM , U / li; 
7l :)5 CY '" ( 8 ··· IfY ) ;t 19 
7'200 I·ICOLDP= CODE 
7210 HPLOT BXYBY TO TXJTY 
72;?o r\FTUF:t·J 




i \..) .... _·_ ,.) 
FOR TRANS = 1 TO 10 
IF RE<TRANSrl) = - 777 OR RECTRANS~2)­
F: = r~E( TRANS, 2 ) 
tJS, 1 ) 
7~::35 tJE>::T TE:At~~) 
73 i ?i r.:ETURN 
n;~;o C'.,t< 1) :::: O!C'v'( 2) ·- 0 
7::55 I~ETURN 
777 THEN 7335 
7400 FOF: BLINI< :::: 1 TO 10! IF Ill.INt\ ···· ( INT ( m .. INI< / 2) * 2) ···· 0 HIEJl 7404-
7·1 o: 






HCOLOR= 3t GOTO 7405 
HCOLOF.:=:: 4· 
FOR DOT = 1 TO 10 
IF RECDOT,i) = - 777 OR RECDOT,2) = - 777 THEN 7440 
Dl = CRECDOT,l) + 3 *BASE) J 19 I BASE:D2 = (8 - RECDOT,2)) * 17 
IF Dl < 0 OR Dl > 246 OR D2 < 0 OR D2 ) 152 THEN GOTO 7440 
HPLOT D1YD2! HPLOT Dl - 1,D2! HPLOT D1 - 1,D2 - 1! HPLOT D1tD2 -
Dl t l,D:?! HPLOT Dl t 1,D2 t 1: HPLOT D1~D2 t 1 
7 4-A·O NEXT DOT 
74A5 NEXT BLINK 
7 4{:)0 I~ETUFm 
l ! l·lf'L f 
-73-
5 D H\ r;: C < 1 0 r 2 ), f.: E < 1 0 , 2 ) ' A< l 0 ) ' C 'J ( 1 0 ) 
6 FOR I= 1 TO 10! FOR J = 1 TO 2!RECI,J)- - 777:RC(I,J) = - 777: NEXT 
,J: NEXT I 
7 TEXT 
B HOME ! N :::: 0 
10 INPUT "ENTER DISTANT PD IN MM.";pn: IF PD ( 20 OR PD > 100 THEN 10 
11 BASE = PD I 10 
16 DX = 3!DY = 8 * 19: GOTO 220 
1'i' HGF\ 
30 FOR I = 1 TO 253 STEP 1? 
40 HPLOT 1~1 TO 1Yi53 
50 HPLOT I + 1,1 TO I t 1~153 
60 i'·IEXT I 
70 FOR I = 1 TO 154 STEP 19 
75 IF ABS CAl)> 100 THEN 270 
80 HPLOT iYI TO 246,I 
?0. NEXT I 
100 FOR Y = 1 TO 154 STEP 2 
110 X = 5.5 * 19.1 
l )0 1-ICOLDR= 3 
130 HPLOT XYY: HPLOT X + l,Y 
HO NEXT Y 
150 FOR X = 1 TO 246 STEP 5 
170 HPLOT x,y: HPLOT X + l,Y 
180 NEXT >: 
190 I··ICOLOR=: 3 
21 c: 
HPLOT 210~1 TO 58,152 
r.:ETURN 
HOME : INVERSE : PRINT "******ANALYTICAL FINDINGS ******i*" 
F'f.:INT II :J:7A " 
2:20 
2.A·G Pfr:INT ,. II 
250 F'f.:INT " II 
)t.:.o r·F: I NT " II 
265 r·r-;: I t·~T u 11 
270 NORMAL : VTAB 2: HTAB 7: INPUT AlS: IF Al$ - "" THEN 270 
27:1. A( 1 ) -- 'JAL ( A1 ':t> ) 

































VTAB 4! HTAB 7 ! INPUT RCS 
IF RCS = "" THEN 355 
RC = VAL CRC$)! GOTO 360 
35~; F.:C< l v 1 > :.:: -· 777! I~C( 1, 2) ::: .... 777! GOTO 370 
360 I F ABS CRC) > 99 THEN 340 
361 RCC 1 , 1 ) ::: RC: RC< 1 , 2 ) = 1 I 6 
370 VTAB 5! HTAB 7! INPUT RCS 
380 IF RCS = "" THEN 385 









~ ... \ ...... 





4 ~j .t~ 
4·1'·0 
RCC2 , 1) = - 777!RC(2,2) = - 777! GO TO 400 
IF ABS <RC ) > 99 THEN 370 
















500 INVERSE !SF = 1 
505 VTAB 12! PRINT "******SPECIAL FINDINGS*** " 
-74-
510 VTAB 13! INVERSE ! PRINT SF;". TEST DISTANCE CMETERS)";: NORMAL 
SF'S 
515 IF SP$ = "" THEN PRINT : GOTO 6 00 
It~ PUT 
520 SP = VAL CSP$)! IF SP > 7 OR SP < .05 THEN PRINT CHRS ( 7)! GOTO 510 
RCC5 1 SF,2) = 1 I SP 
VTAB 14! INVERSE : PRINT II LENS VALUE";: NORMAl. ! INPUT 
SP$ 
545 IF SP$ = "" THEN PRINT CHRS C7>: GOTO 540 
550 SP = VAL <SP$ )! IF ABS <SP) > 30 THEN PRINT CHR$ C7)! GOTO 540 
560 AC5 f SF)= SP 
570 VTAB 15! INVERSE :PRINT" BO- RECOVERYH ; : NORMAL : INPUT 
SP$ 
575 IF SF'$ ::~ "II THEN F'R I NT CHf<S ( 7 ) : GOTO 570 
580 SP = VAL <SPS)! IF ABS CSP) > 99 THEN PRINT CHR$ (7) ! GOTO 570 
590 F.:C<5 -~ SF,i) ::  SP 
592 CV ( 5 +SF>= AC5 +SF> - AC1) 
593 IF SF + 1 = 5 THEN 600 
595 SF = SF + 1: UTAB 13! PRINT " ": PRINT 
II 
"! GOTO 510 
600 GOTO 860 
u: PRINT II 
850 REM SPECIAL VALUES INSERTED ABOVE 
860 FOI::: I :::: 1 TO 10! RE< I v 1 ) ::.: RCC I, l >! RE< I, 2) = RCC I~ 2)! NEXT I 
865 GOSUB 19! GOSUB 880 
870 CODE = 2! GOSUB 7350! GOSUB 7300! GDSUB 7400! GOSUB 7000! END 
880 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT ! PRINT ! PRINT ! PRINT 
890 F'F::INT II ... 2 0 2 4· 6 8 10 11 
900 Gt - STR$ <BASE t - 2)! PRINT LEFTS CG$,5); TABC 9);"Q"; 
902 G$ -· STr\$ ( n~~sE Jf: 2): PRINT TAB< :1.3); LEFTS ( G$, 4-); 
<\t>lo Gt,~'::.5\~~('a~~&.* 
"'y. ~'i\1~\ ~~ \0 
l~'S)) L.t.f-\ ~ 
90·~ G1; ·-· STf.:!t ( Ht.~F :t .-:\. )! PR HJT Tll r.H ., Q i! I i.f.:"T!I:. I I"'<L A \! U:~.~ll.l) i 
~OB i'R!tH 1ABl 31);"<--PRI5oMS'' 
910 r.:ETURN 
7000 FOR I = 1 TO 10 
7010 IF F:E< I, 1) :o ·•· 7Tl OR RE< I r2) ~.:: .... 777 THEN 7050 
70:-::·o ><SUM :::: XSUt-1 + I~E< I ~ 1 ) ! YSUt-1 :::: YSUM + RE< I Y 2)! N = N + 1 
70;<;0 X2 ::: X2 + F:E< I, :i ) t 2 t Y2 == Y2 + RE< I, 2) t 2 
704·0 XY : XY ·I r..:F< I~ 1 1 * RE< I, 2) 
7050 ND:T I 
70{\5 
7070 
M = <XY - XSUM * YSUM IN) I <Y2 - YSUM t 
B ~ YSUM I N - XSUM I N I M 
BY ... O:BX = XSUM I N - YSUM I N * M 
2 I N) 
70DO f:Y '-" 19 ;t. 8: f{):~ " ( BX + 3 * f~ASE ) * 19 I BASE 
7090 TY ~ B:TX = C8 * M + <XSUM I N) - YSUM I N * M) 
7100 TY = (8 - TY) * i?:TX = CTX + 3 *BASE)* 19 I BASE 
7105 IF TX ) 24 6 THEN 7110 
7107 IF BX < 1 THEN 7120 
710'1' GOTO 7200 
-75-
7110 TX = 12,9 * 19:TY = <9.9 *BASE I M + YSUM IN- XSUM IN I M) 
7115 TY = (8- TY) * 19 
7117 IF BX ( 1 THEN 7120 
711:3 GOTO 7200 
7:1.20 BX :: 1ilrr == (( .... 2 ·-· 18 I 19) *BASE I M + YSLIM / N .... XSUM / N / H> 




HCOLOr..: ::.: CODE 
HPLOT BX1BY TO TX,TY 
r.:ETUF:N 
REM PHORIA TRANSFORMATIONS 
FOR TRANS = 1 TO 10 
IF RE<TRANS~l) = - 777 OR RECTRANSf2)-
73?5 R ~ RECTRANS,2) 
.... 777 THEN 7335 
7::~2;0 F\[( Tl~:1\W:~~2) :: t:;:[( Tf\•1NS,2) - C!J< TRANS >:RE< TRANS, :1.) = r.: * DASE : f~E< Tf.:~, 
Nr; ~ :1. ) 
• ., • .., .J.. ·~ I .. )·'i· .. ) F:ETUF:N 
7:~50 C'~Ji: 1 ) :::: 0! C'·J< 2 ) .. _ 0 
7~155 I~ETUf\t·-! 
74·00 FOR BLINI< :::: 1 TO 1.0: IF BLINK ·-· ( INT ( DLINI< / 2) * 2) .... 0 THEN 7404 
7402 HCOLOR= 3! GOTO 7405 
/li o~t HCDLOR :::' 4-
7405 FOR DOT = 1 TO 10 
7i10 IF RECDOTYl) = - 777 OR RECDOTY2) = - 777 THEN 7440 
7420 Dl = CRECDOT,l) + 3 * BASE> * 19 I BASEtD2 = (8- RE<DOTY2)) * 1? 
7425 IF Dl < 0 OR Dl > 246 OR D2 < 0 OR D2 > 152 THEN GOTO 7440 
74·30 HPLOT D1,D2! HPL.OT Dl -· 1»D2! HPLOT Dl .... 1rD2 -· 1: HPLOT Ill.~D2 1! Hr· t..OT 
Dl + 1,D2: HPLOT Dl + 1,02 ·} 1! HPLOT D1,D2 + 1 
74-·'i-0 NEXT DOT 
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. ~~.··.:. 0 ... -:.:. I LJ 
I I ..._ .I. I "\ I 
·f I'\. II 
.L V 
\1 c lf ) 
902. 
?04 
~~ :: . '5\9,~ 
Gt ·-· STRt 
c. <o~s.e ~ a) ~ 
( [:;'1~;[ ~: 4 ) : 
PV.It-:1\ 
r·r-:r ;n 
LI;.~IS (.(:,.~I '{) .) 
1 a-·t- '"T'A- ; r ....... l • ... "' 







Gt .... sn~t Tr.·r • .f l , ., .... ., .t'\;: ...... ,;_ .. r J ., 1 r··r- ·r· ,.. 1 f'o.rl· l "-' 1-L. t •+' \\.7-1'1-rJ:t -78-
r·r~ INT Tl=·.r:( JG); H::: r. r·, ·•· t-· ~ r·. •• I l \ .1. VI .• .._, 
r~::::rur:~N 
ror:~ r ·- 1 TC 
If" f~C: < I ) 1 ) ::: 
XSUti = XSUI"1 
.. ,..7...,. ; ·tr. ,-· ~ r··, -.· ·"'i \ 
I I I va·" I '\. L '\ .1. 1 L I - ·· 
~[(I,ll!YSUM = YSUM 
7030 X2 :-~· 
7040 XY == 
\.' ,.., 
, ..... ~. 
XY 
r.,- l , . .. 
,, ··- \ J, ; J. 
f 2: y:;_~ :::: ..... 2 
r~:::: < :r , 1. ; * r·,r-; T ..... \ .\L .. \.1.,4../ 
7050 .,. .L 
··r -:v··r ··r• rr-·>.1 
I / I J 1 U .... 1"( 
r~c < r 7 2 ; : ~~ 
... , 
... 
.. ., .-.. r.; ...... 
I "\..' ..__, ., _, 
-·· 11 
-· .. ( 
7060 M ::: ( ;~y \..•'t•l ·~.l ,J.· \ :"I"' I Jh.i ;' t ~ ) /' 
N l' t·l 
l \ / -"'"'\ 
\ I ~.,·_ 
'\.li ... · l U . .i '* 
I "-lUll l 





-l M -J1 
.i. l ...... 
r .. wu 11 -1·· i vu• r 
--- vr· .. ~ 1: .. _( i ).1 
-·· /''6 \J\..J ; . / .... 
70?0 TY 
/100 TY 
o: r:;~~ :::  { r:x 
( (.~ ~-~~ f·~ ... ~ r;: TX .... 
i ('> 
-· ·, \.-:1 
IF I:X < J. 
cerro 7::.:oo 
Tltr"'jr.l ~'fl '"i.i'\ liL..-1 ··-c I J. A...',/ 
,:... I J~ I 
'\.t r'~ ·~ ~· ~ ~ '1/.·· ll..i i ... Jt.Jt f I l't II' I I 
·7 .J.· ,., A r'r- ' \1.· 
, ;1 ip .i.• r-t '"' L... I ,.-.. 
( \lr-. 1 :i i .. ~· ,· ll \ 1\.•.J W l i i i';, i 
/ ,. , , ... r··r· 
1 J..• r ·; "'"'-·· 
'v" ;···J j)_i / i.J -..\J 
I \.J \.JI t I l 'i. IJ"· 
< rx ..,. .., ·.IJ 'l'• A 1-· ~-· \ ·.1.- ·I •'"\ .. ,.. J..'r'''"·'a.. . .-· '1'· -'· / 
;..-: \ 
I I ' 
r·, '' , .... r'"' 






7110 TX = 12.'7 * i •"i .,. 'T'\l .. _ i j"\ t'"\ J. I li j i .. - '- '; <(. I \/l''-1 tU /'\.,_, } \.,1; I 
7115 TY = ( C TY) ~~ 
71.17 Ir DX < 1 T:iL~ t -~ 
711G GDTD 7200 
7120 DX ~ 1tBY = (( 
"'!·i -~fr~ 
I .J • .L..V 
,, 
.:.. 








r~cr~i r·~ :(lr:: It\ rr~?~.t~~~r-c~·:~M:.\ 1· I o:·~~~ 
~ ..... 
.r.·v 
'JC"·i t:a .~ ). t 
• , .. :\..•I I I J't 
··.II'~! IU l }.l 
r, ,,J\.J l I I t 'i 
' ',1")' ~ -.. ... , 
I t..J,:..-..; 
roR T~ANS = 1 TO 
:r r r:~L~< ·rr~:.-.·~t--!S :r· J. ; :::~ '"1 . .,. ·;.· i"'l r. , .. , r- ~· ''"· r~ ~\ >. 1 r'- :"'!: -.. •.•. I i ; r..J6'., i\L..', I 6\t'lil "\ -.. •. • ~ #,:. " .... "'? '":-' ·•y "1""! I~--~. I •• ,_ •• .,_ ... ,_. t::• I I .r I I I f ... I '( I ···'""''··• 
u ·-. 
I I l 
7323 RCM .-.. .,. r- ·r l 1-r ,-, ·r i"" T , .., ~~r- ~- r · , .. , n1..-: ,..l ,.- •... , t("'\ ~-. i"\r·, , .. r r. -v· , •• , ·v· 1 1 r· ··r r· ,..., ""r r ·· .-\ l"'r , .. , ~-~! 1 i ,....._ !I j", I ~-\..r J,.....,, I JUt ... J.. 1 .l.~t t"ti'"W'-- ~ 1'\\.}ll l ita... t Jn..Jf '\\ •• • 1 1 l •. 1·., IL.• Ill)... fi ... .,__JJ \ .. •t'1J''-J·' f t •. ~ .. 1 ,J 
" T=TRUE DISTANCC 
7324 C ":: f~[( TRAt~s ,.:;.:; 
T :::: 1 /. < 1 / r~t::( r:-:~twt.;::; )' 2 ;= , .. , -.. v •··, .... i''· l t/ ·v·r,i-.. Lt i"'- ., +lit"" r"• I·, ./ V I r.. \...• V \ 1 l \ , . ., '( .... • .; + V L.. --· ,., 




IF A'7 .. .. i"ii ... . 
T)! GOTD 
IF A7 :::: 
o ~.~~[: r· 
"7""7...,.1:' 
j 1o) ~.h ... 
o r::n~ 
)! GOTO 7335 
r r r· = o r: :ct~ 
l)! GOTO 7335 
7333 ~C<TRANS~2) = 1 / 6 
""77'71:" 
I , .. h.J.J 

















t If"'" \ '. 
V L- ; I 
"'7"'7'""'1 Tllr-).r ...,---:,· 1.-"\ 
I I J 1111 ... 1'-\ I ' -•·T -. i 
·I 
J. 
.ro.. .-:-.. r:•i;.'· -.. 
+ -..  .~v, .. •'l...l ·' 
••  ·' .·\ ·-y 










'YI ... ,I 
1 n ... \. -.. 
V L •• / ·' 
·I 
.I. 
,- -J: 'r• 1-. i"'-r-
,,... IF• .\.a r•tt..IL .. 







rOt~ m .. Iw.:: 




10: '1"! ... .l.l 
.·'\ ·I ~ 









ill .. . 





r·. r- l ii' 1""1 A l t r-- -i 
I"" L .. \ I t·,_ 1'"11 ·~ ~ • .' :- .r. 
--i • •• 
_,· .. l 
l\ '"1"" 1 1r- :·.I 
·v t 'u. .. 1·< 
FOr~ DOT = l TO 10 
IF r~E< DDT , 1) :" -,.-,-., 
' I I 
'T'Itr·:..: 
t f ll .. I 1. 
. ..,. -~ _, l''l. 
1 -~· --r \1 
111- ,.j_ 
".J ,_ -'1'• 
r 1 r- ·J.· 
• •.. • 1-. n•. 
~I.· ,,., 
...,.~:.:·-. . -: 









If Dl < 1 OR Dl ; 
llr'L.OT D 1 t D2 t t lf'LOT 
Dl 
..-, I. I 
~ .. f'\..J 
1"t •l 
... .~., 
=:: 1 or~ r:~ ::: 
ltr,, ,-.,·r r 1·r 
I h L..U J L ' .l. 
-1 t lit'• I r\T i-, ·I 'f",-~ 
.L. t • II L.. \ • .J l 1.• .1. ~ J..' £. 
"T" I n·- ,. , 
t I f L - l 'i 
< 
... 
r-..r\Tl"\ ..,- ~= ~ r·. 
.._..,u 1 ~J ; ~--,-v 
-1 ~ 11r11 r·.-v· ": .. ,.. ,..., .. , 
.L + I U J ••• t..• I 1.• .L 1 .i.. ' ,.:. 
·I > 
.1. + 
; : r·. 1 l"1 "!" 
!11 1. .L' '· 
-79-
1 Tr'~'i.. -t 1 !i'l~-'·-· + f'•i"'a 'l' l.t·-r u i r. i· l .-'f"aJ''"" t-'l. IJ' ; .... u v r-.r,,•;.t'T" ll·''l .-\ r i ,::· .-,.-·t. lf ·) t•,r,,· :..r ·r !l'"'f .-\l'1. ;· ·~ • LJ'" t + i H ••• 1'5L- + ' I", .J. I1 I .1. t J..l t.', f,,. \.31\.L.a... l'o!. ... ~ + J 1 '\.L I"i I ..:.... • tH •. r .... • , • ._l <& I 1"\,!. 11 1 '"' .t ;:. r·n.! 1\ 
v ;..iA, r Trrau 
1\ 1 tnv 1 L.l\. 
PRINT : INrUT "K CY Arr~Gr~I~TC r.J • r\ ra ,.,.,.., -v· r· r. • 11 r lr. ... : , •• , ... ,.., I I ll.IJ \UI I L .• l\. f'U.JII.l.• i. .. t-, 11 .... r. r, ·) ,"'"'\:·. t r.:-- rn ··~··;"'\ . 1. a::· jl I" '·' + \.If '( •. , ...... \ :J\., I \,J ... J ? .. 1" ,.. ' ·_I 
3 R -" • 020: r.; M-· • 03::.: : G~~rrn ,~, 
4 R - • 03:1.! !:; ·- - • O ~~ J: COT::J ,:, 
5 f\ - • 03J: :·; ~- • o .. ,.;_·~: G~J-ro t., 
6 D.IM DL<10,2)d~[(:t0~2 ) ~A(10),C\..'( 10 ) 
7 roR I= 1 TO 10: fOR J ~ 1 TO 2!RC(I,J)- ..,. ...,.~ + r··• ' ·r· r ""· , J / t J.,•l..,\ .L 1 ' -' ; .. - '""'"7""1' ·i- l.Lr""-..·' '"i'' ·' ." 1 ~ t 'ot l_r, 1 
,J: m:xr I 
8 HOME : N =:: 0 
10 INPUT "EtHEr.: DIGTA~H f"'D I N M:-t.";r·r:: 
11 i:ASE =: r"D 10 
16 DX = J:DY = 0 * 1?! GOTO 220 
1 r;· HGr:: 
20 1 :coLor:::: :; 
30 roR I ~ 1 TO 253 STEP 19 
40 ::r·LOf I d TO I d~;~~ 
50 Uf'L.ClT I -:· 1)'1 TO I ·! 1~1s:~ 
60 NCXT I 
70 FOR I = 1 TO 154 STEr 1? 
00 llf'LDT 1 d TO 2 4-{n<r 
90 NEXT I 
100 FOR Y = 1 TO 154 STEr 2 
110 X ::.: 5.5 * 1?.1 
120 1- ICOL.or:: :~ 3 
17/\ ~•v 
14·0 
Hf'LOT X, Y! i tr· ~ .. DT 
NEXT Y 
150 fOR X : 1 TO ~4G STEr 5 
160 y ::~ 5.5 * 1 1/ 
170 HPLOT x~ Y t Hf"'L OT X l 1• Y 
100 Nr.:XT X 
1 ';'O l.ICOL.Of\ :-:  3 
200 :w·un 210~ 1 TO 58, 15::~ 
210 r-:crur~N 
Tl- .-.ru ..- ,..,,, r\l' '"a r•. r. ··. ·• _...., ,:., '1'"111'"' :-.r ·I l"·, 
.LI I 1.' '•. ,;.,V Ul\ I A.• •• • J . ·,,, \ • .r t I IL~ I~ .1. "··' 
220 
230 
:· JClt1c: : I t·~\.'r: r~~~r: "******ANALYTI CAL riNDINGS '\L·'I.S.· -.J.· ·J .... r.--.r .. .... t · ·J.· n ,.,.., .. ,. . .,,.,..., .. .,r. , .. 
r-r.:nn " t-i"'"A " 









270 t~Or.:MA!_ t ~.v•T?-.r: 2 :~ ltT~·,I:: 7t It-tf•LJT 
271 .~C 1; "" VAL < fi1$} 
275 IF ;\r:G ( tt< :1.) i > 100 TIID~ ~:70 
280 VTt-'1£: 3t llT?-'.I: 7: INf'UT i\2:~: Ir 
281 AC2>- VAL CA2$)! GOTO 208 
285 AC2) = 777: GOTO 2?0 







305 ~ {LJ ··i 
308 f~Et1 
309 m:M 





INf...lL;:~ ~:~ E: 
,, .r" \: .... 
r·i~.-t' ... . 
rr 
u u TJ tr'"~t 
I I iL •• I X 
u u Tllr-&1 
I ljl.-1~ 
325 r·raNT II 
















370 VTi''d:: ~,: liTr'iD /~ .L-:r·uT r:::._~; 
380 I r· DL ·J:. ==~ ., ~~ r:-:r:J·-~J ::c~~ 
301 BL ~ VAL. <BLS>: GGTO 3?0 
305 BU 2~ 1 ) ''" -r"7~" ·:0 1:"•1 l ·"'i '") .... .. •• ..... i i i v .L•L ·" .£.. f ,.:. . .1 ... 
3(i\O Ir f.,Br; ( DL. ) > ?~' ·rt1E:t-~ 3j"() 






E: L. < 2~ ~ l ) ~:: () : f! L !~ ~--~ !J ~~: ) ::;:: l /. ( ~ :.;.. i :-:~ ) 
IF A(~-~ ) .. - 1'17 7 ·rl :ct~ f:L( 3, l. ) ··· 























VTAfl ::.::: :; 
Vft\[: 13 i 
GF'$ 
: !:;r· = l 
r ·· r~ I N·r ,, ;!~*:* ~~*>:<r;r·cc: I r;.L. 
INt.Jcr:: GE" : r-r\INT sr-;". 
GDTO 
''l-'''1'""'}' 
' ' J 
' '";" '7'"7' 
J' I l 
515 rr· ~~ P ~~:. :c 
520 sr· ::: vt:·,L 
"" THD~ ( sr·1; ) : rr sr· .... 7 OR •• · I'\ t:" • •• + V'-' 
530 DU 5 + ~IF r 2 ) :::' :1. / ( SF' l r' ) 
540 VTAD H·: INVCF:G[ t f"'IUtH II 
Sf'$ 
545 rr SF'1> "., H ~~ Tf--lr:~ t-i r·r..: It-! T c: 1r~ ;I;. < ;~· ) : c;o·r~; 
550 sr· == 1Jt,:... < sr·1:. ;: rr ;~r!~~ ~~ srl; > :;o 1.t,crl 
560 A< 5 + SF) 
570 VTAB 15i INVERSE : rRINT " 
Si'$ 
575 IF Sf't, :: 
580 SP :::: VAL 
II 
( 
II TI -ICN 
Sf'$ 'I"' ' . 




592 cv< s + !;r ) === {;< !:.:; + sr ; 
573 rr sr + 1 == 5 r:n:u t)oo 
c~--:r:t 
( sr· ) 





:~ ..,. ... i c;r.rrc I '. 
·· .. 100 'T"f rr-~. l .•· i f)L .. I 't 
11
: rr.~rr~T n 
REM SPECIAL V~LUES INSERTED ADOVC 
J. r-.. l\ 
"'\'V\.l 
.; :...-:i··· ··(· r · rt;'""' '-It ... v 
\ lll.. I L-1'\•··' I '1 +-
r,,-, .,. :~-.I "V' 
I J",.l.i'( f 
C'•f lll1l· 
L-1 U\ ·!-" 
-80-
l.lnl- t lt.o:A r 
f"(\ •. H'- I U",L. 
I '-!' \ -) 
\ .I l • 
•"""'M"T'l-, 
t.-:rWt \ • .' 
T :·. II''• 1 1'Y' 
,, . I":; I \-1 1 
r:"-t r. 
'-J J. \.1 
I r" ). f r·· I l l·. E I ~ r· II ··· + 1. I( .. ,!"',:, .. : .-\ i 




.,\ , I .L 
f'r.:I t~T 
rJ rt-,,,. .1 :-· .... ·i- £-·n·rt··, 
\..,•f II'\.+" \ I .-" + \:.''-' r L• 
Ttl 11r)fj :\ •) ltl~!-, :-.l.o\1 
.\.•1..,\..11'' 7 + l't~.1 r·-.1 tr11 ... 
1'111'"111· I ""T ... y f"\. ~·"\ ''t' !'"1 L.· l ,, .,. •t·· \ I I < t:.~ ..... I '-' 
;::· .: ..- ~. 
....... r .. ~ 
v ••• lir&l t '\" 
f .1. 1'\ I \,.' I 
c:· ··:.· _..  ..._ 
,, ,1, v 
u .:. r.r. ,. : .. , ... - n 







FOR I::: 1. TO lO!f~E<I~i) ::: r:L.<I~:t;:::~c: (I~2> 
GOSUB 171 GOSUD 800 
..• T'~f I T ··i • .. ~ ).11'-'1../J 'I' 
.... .lolL .. \. .f. ~ A'- l + 1'1i. .. /"\ I J . 
CODE ::: 
r·RINT 
6! GOSUB 7350: GOSUD 7300: GOSUD 7400: GOSUD 
: rRINT ! PRINT : rRINT ! PRINT : PRI~T 
8?0 PRINT II 2 0 ., ''- n J, \1 
1-l.lf'• 
'·-~e;·l.{_ G.~:. S\~~ ( \?>~~l::k 
tt)". \'\'.\~"\ \~?;:.(.\~>,)') ' 
900 Gt- STRt CBASE * 
90? ~$ = STRS CBA~r I 
2Jt r·r~It-rr LEf"T$ (G!,!l~}; TAr:~ 7};ucu; Lf.FIS (..~$,1.\)) 




7000 rm:: I ;:; 1 TO 10 
7010 IF RE< I Y 1 ) ::: 777 Oi\ f~E< :f. l ;~) ::: 777 TllD·l 
7020 XSUM = XSUM ·I RE< Ir1 >:YSUM ~ YSUM RCC I ,2) : N 
i'030 X2 ::: X2 .; F\E(Iy1.) t 2:Y;~ ~ Y:~ .  ; r\t(Ij2) t 2 
7040 XY = XY t RC<I,l) * RE<I,~) 
7050 NEXT I 
7060 M = <XY XGUM t YSUM IN)/ CY ? \Ji"'ll~ ~ r\ i f,.JL)I~ I,£ .• I 
7065 f.! ::: YSUM / N x~;U i'1 / N / ti 
7070 BY - O!BX = XSUM / N Y~UM / N t M 
7080 CY- 19 # B!DX = <BX ~ 3 t DASC) * 17 / DAS[ 
7090 TY- 8:TX = (8 t M 1 <XSUM / N> Y~UM IN* 
7100 TY- (8- TY ) * l?:TX = CTX : 3 * DASC) t 17 
7105 IF TX > 2·\.6 T!IEN 713.0 
7107 IF BX < 1 THEN 7120 
710? GOTO 7200 
-'!~"', J::"A 
I \/ ,_} \.1 
::: t~ ! 1 





TX = 12.9 * i?:TY = (9.9 \/,..,.1 p ... : I ;.t ) \o.H.JI! I i'i Vr"·l tl.:: ~· ,., .. J ..... , i .; 
TY == ( 8 TY ) * 1? 




I I I 
7118 GOTO 7200 
7120 BX == l!BY = (( .-.. -4 1"'\ ,. ~ ..... . t.u 1 YSlJt1 1 1 I It \.lr"' I tl.-: /' ll 1\ t.J'\ •. •1 I l 1·< 
7125BY~=<8 EfY.):$:1~· 
7200 HCOLOR:::: CODE 






REM * BLUR TRANSrO~MATIONS **** 
FOR TRANS = 1 TO 10 
Ir r;:E~< ·rr;~t1t~~s)t :t) ::: ?'77 or~ r:~c( ·rr::A~.:s~2) ~- ;"'77 ·r::c~~ ;'"33:.~ 
REti *** C IS HIE DI~:;T;\~iCC ii~:Ol'i TIIC r·:tGfWf"' lTf~ TO r::c TCST 
"R", T=TRUE DISTANCE **** 
7324 C = RC<TRANS.2> 
r·/'O. I .. l"t't 
'-" r·••·-.l.• 
:A./. ... 
I I I 
r"al 11r" 
I 1.-\J,./ 
7325 T = 1 / (1 I RCCT~ANS,2) R>:r = CV<TRANS):VC - R r. ·I ;. t\JJ.-r ~···. l"'- !..'": ' t:~· ·> ,A.. .. :.· <· '\.' 'o.J "'··' ... , • r·• ; 
A< 1 .I! IF ;\?" < > 0 ntCN 1':.. 7 =:· 1 / A7 
-r "Y -J -"! 




..., '"'/ "7t:' 
i \.:1 ,j \J 
T)! GOTO 7335 
If A7 = 0 THEN RECTRANS,2) = 1! 
) : GOTO 7:~35 
IF r· :7~ 0 THD~ < Tr~Fit~~:; ~' 2) ··· 
: GOTO 7 3~~5 
I l 
\ \.JI 
( ::. / 
r.:C( H:At-1!::; r 2) ::-.: :l. I (.) < 1 l < :.17 vr: ; ; 





l ·• ••  l ·I I' r, 
., .1. I "\ J , I l 
vr.:: ) ; T .-" I •I 1 I \ .J. 1r r• '-! L .. 
I ·l • 
\ J.. I 
I ·I I r-, 
\ .1. I \ 
r1r · .. · .. 
'-11.. . ... .! 
733b Z ~ 1 / T 
7337 r\C( Tr:t~t~~~ ~ 2 ) ·- RE(TRANS,2)!REC TRANS,1)- C # r·, ,, ,-.r·· 1.•r•~ '··· 
Z / ( < 1 .... R * F' ) ~: t~ l ·{· S J ·:· r-: ) i 
7340 NEXT Tf.:?\r-i~~ 
7345 RETUF:N 
-- A.' rl. ·•• --~ r-•' ,a;.. .J-
7355 f.:ETUf\i\l 
7400 :1. TO J 0 t 
7402 HCOLOR= 3: GOTO 7405 
7 4·04 HCOLOf( . 4-
7405 FOR DOT = 1 TO 10 
7410 IF RE(DOf,l) ~ 777 OR RE<DOT,2} ~ ...,.,..-~ I i J 
.r "1 \. •.1.· ..... . .. 
J .~o.· .. .! 
.r}'• ..... ·' 
T l ar·•i.r _,. 1. ,: 1\ 
'· ·u ... r·i , -,· ·')'\/ 
...... ''\" t J r""l. I 
\1 f i I L.t'{ 
• lr- ·..!• 
VI... 11'· 
11 1"' ... 
y L •. .! 
-, .·: ....... : 
I f " "' .. .--r 




IF Dl < 0 OR Dl > 246 OR D2 ( 0 OR D2 > 
HPLOT Dl.,D2t Hr·LDT Dl ::..1::2! ::r·L.OT Dl 
:01 t 1YD2! Hf'l...OT Ltl 
NEXT DOT 
NEXT t:LINr~ 
7 460 f.:ETURt~ 
i c-·..., Tl ,,.-;., ,- .. ,.,.r,., ..,.. .~ .:: r-.. 
J.v ... : . 1 ••~ ... 1-t \.:.•tJ, \.,1 , ...... r-.. . .: 
::. ~ r:2 t: : :r·t.r~r r:~.;; r.:;~ 
~ 
.L Tr:;c~· : nc; ~·-ir: : r~ r~:It~T H ; _ + n:~L- c;r:~~:::r=~~-· ~::~H: r~ r:~:r.:~T H 2 ~ 
}( ~1A:.;T[I'~ H 
-82-
.·'· r; 1::- r; /\ 11 -;, ,-. r·. ·r ~ , -.- H ·-; 
r-; • ... • •, . .' ,r "-../ (o I I '<t .1. I"' I ~ . .a .C· 
r\ i"\ r·. 
1'1\.,1 I".. 
r~INT : INrUT "Kr·y ArrRor~IAT[ 
3 R - .02C!S - .032: GCTO 6 
r'•l J i')l"',r\r·. -,:- r- J''• ll ~ 1 ;,..~ v·. r·· r··· 
I I H . .'I\UI J L.l\. i'H.H ll.•L .. n 
II .~ 1-, i ' ' .:,. 
!' I\,,} .C• 
,.., ;., 1 , •• , i"' i', ,-·, ·r· i'\ .• ,. ,;, 1::· 
4 R = .031:~ = ~051: GOTC 6 
5 ~~ ::: + 031: [; :::: • 04:~~; GCtTG / .. 
6 DIM f:U 10F2 )~f\[{ :t0 , 2 )~t\~ 1.0 ) yC ' .. }( :L) ) 
7 nm I == 1 TO 10! rc r~: ,J ::.:: :1. TO 2:r\C( I~.:; :: ·-·· 
. .J: w:xr I 
e 
10 
!lOME ! r-t :::: 0 
INr·ur "rNT::r~ 
11 DASE = rD I 10 
16 DX = 3:DY = G * 1 ~: GOTO 
1? IIGr.: 
20 IICOLCm:::: :·:~ 
30 FOR I = 1 TO 253 STEr 19 
--\ ''\ t"' 








llr'UH I ~ 1 TO :r~15;~ 
HPLOT I 1 1~1 TO I 1 ·1 ·J r::~ -7 
NCXT I 
ror.. I = 1 
IIPLOT i d 
NEXT I 
·y· ••• , 
I\.> 
-t r.:· A j. ... ,•1" 
~; .L )7 ,i. ,._i ._., 
1? 
roR y = 1 TO 154 srrr 2 
110 X~== ~~.5 * 19.1 
120 HCOLDf~=: 3 
130 :tr·un ){!1-Y: ilf'LCT X 1 1tY 
.140 NEXT Y 
150 FOR X = 1 TO 246 srrr 5 
160 y ::: 5 • 5 * l ') 
170 IIF'LDT X t Y: HPLOT /( ·l :l ~ ·r· 




:-tCOL OR::.: 3 
l·:PLC.i-f 2:1.0 ~· :t Tl) 
f~ETUf~N 
Ir PD -:"" 
\ .'I 't 1 \ ·-· -' ~;.a\ .. ~ I '· · .• ~-·' :-· 'T :: .... 1 
··~- , • ...,. + "r, t l ·r r \ 
l - ~ ! + ~-'l . ' .1. Y ~-• I ·- ·~ 
·l/\ ·i l'\ 1'·. 
.. : .. ·...__, •• .f . ... _, \,.1' 
.. ~. ··y -r f 1 I r-· 'v ' ""i' 
.' ~· .r ~ I'\! ... l'-. i 
Tlll:i. i 
I J ll.. 1 ~ 
220 
230 
I lOME ~ I NV[F:GE 
PRINT II :i7f~ II 
o) l .. •i''r Tl- 1''•-
+ ,. '•, .l ! '<!. • "******ANALYTICAL riNDINGS .. J, -.l.t -..i.· '\.!.r.J...- -J.··.l.. · .i .- H Jr .... , .• ,, .. .., .. :J. ..... , •• _,._,P 
240 Pr\INT u :B=~:1 II 
250 r·r\INT H ;:f 
260 Pf\INT II II 
265 r·r,INr " tl 
270 INrUT Alt: rr Alt -
271 A{ 1) :~: VAL. ( ~~l ;::. ) 
275 rr· ADS <A~ 1 ) ) ::: 1 ~JO ·rBEt4 270 
200 '...JTOf: 3: l·tT;;r: I': It·-.!F'UT ti2!::.: rr~ 
281 AC2)- VAL CA2t): GOTO 200 
2G5 A(2)- -- 777: GOTO 290 











""' ... ) ~-
r1,t_ .;.r ..... 
II tl 'T' L I r-1! 
IIU ... I't 
1! U i''li l i" .. ll P\ .. Y.r·, 





'I:N'\/t:.RSt=. : '??-,\~\ ,. :otiJ(~;¥Jt"'f; I?>A.5E.. - ~U\ eJ..uP.. Fl.~O'I.t-:l&S.'*'I'#i'·~·>r'' 







nn:wr II ut>.; " 
PlUtH II " 
r·r~rtn " " 
NClRtiAI ... 
VTAD 5: HTAB 7: INrUT DLt 
rr r:L t, = "" THLN ;:;ss 
BL. ::: VAL <BL$)! GDTO 360 
355 Bl<l-;l} ::: 777:Bt .. (1~2) == 




nu i y ::. ) :..! m .. ~ m ..< 1 ~ 2 ) ''0 1 / < 6 -: ~ ; 
IF f:L$ ::: 
381 BL = VAL CBLS): GOTO 370 
385 DL<2~1) = - 777tBLC2j2> = 
390 IF ADS ( Dl... ) > 77 Tli[N :~7 0 






4 i. ,-. \ 
• "'l' I 1\ I 















If A< 2) -· ··· 777 TilEN r::: ... ( :~y :t ; ... 












IF ~~r· 1; ::: 
: sr· ;. ;: :~ 
rRINT "******SrCCIAL 
INVE~S[ ! rRINT sr;". 
-:r' .. 7'")' 
i J J 
-r-r""'! 
I I I 
520 SP :::: VAL 
u u Tll[:'-l 
< ~;r~:i } : T1... r~··, > ? en •. · Ar:' J.l Wi -... • \.1-.J 
I:L( 5 ~ ~~r- f 2 ) =~- :!. ./ { sr· + 
.f ,.., l .... 
~r\IV 
1., ,, ... •• I IL- > '( 
1 l .. .:r-- "T'J- r.r-.. ·-.u ... ·i 
•, I IL. t L., f ''\ '·-' I Y + 
r.r. Ti>l' 'r } '" .~ 1'\: I •.. ., ltr·. ~· ,,.rl II\ •I" 
-83-
;..JC\r,)..·' .···.I 
11 LJ1' 1 u--n_ 
,· •• .,. '-. ·> 
\ I I+ 
.-.Mi'' i"\ 
\."J\..1' \.,1 
·r 1 ,, .. , r li'' 
.t. 1 -~ I \,,1 t 
C' ·I l''-. 
, __ ,.f. \/ 
530 
540 VTAB 14 ~ ItJ'v'Cr\SC 
Sf'$ 
LCNS iiAI lil-y · riL. \.JL. II .1!. + • + lr.lt,r•, ;..-: .-\ r l't\.1-l,llr'tl. .. .,. ~- 1 r-.1 r "i" .t.,'tl \ , .' 1 
54·5 IF sr-t. ,,,, " .. THC~~ r·r•INT ctmt < 7 ): GDTG 
550 Sf' :::: 'JAL. < SP$ ; : I r p,r:s ( Sr" ; > :10 TllCN 
560 AC5 t SF> = SP 
570 VTAB 15: INVERSE rRINT " 
SP$ 
575 rr SP$ :::: "" T:IEN r·f\INT CHr{$ ~ 7 )! GOTO 
580 SP :::: Vt~L (SF'$)! rr· ~~r:s ( sr·) > 100 TIID~ 
5?o r.u 5 l sr ~ ::. ) :::: sr· 
592 C'J< 5 + sr ) :::= r:~< 5 1 r;r > 
593 IF SF t 1 "~ 5 TIIEN bOO 




RCM SPECIAL VALUCS INSCRTCD ADOVE 
~-~40 
.-.r. T 1 f..,. 
J ,, .L l'"i • 
t:"(: ..... _ 
, _,-•. \.1 
r. T T•l ' u-.n .-.. + 41i"\r.u .~ 1 t T i.lr"•l 1 '1" 
1::'~1\. 
""'~ v 
1.• J. .1.• L .. tH .,_ ,. + t ·n . .a' .,.. tr't t... + ·'· ' ·o \ .. • t 
r'•t ... •TliiT ,-.lll""a,.l· I ·-:-• \ + r'-1""\Ti") 1::'""'/\ 
I t' .1, i 't I L•• It'\ .Y \ I I t \.".' \..' I 1 .•. 1 ,,.1 -' ,_,. 
II t 'r1,-, 1' ~iT' U 




060 FOR I ::: l TO :l.o:r.:C~ Itl i :::: f:t .. ( Id ;:RC( I~2; -· r·• ' T .:"\ -.. + 1tr-·-. ..r"r -r ..... .1.1 1. .. \ J. )' ~,· .. ,f _(o ~1L •• r, I .f. 
865 GClSUD 19: GOSUD 080 
070 CODE = 6: GOSUD 7350: GOSUD 7300: GOSUD 7400: GOSUD 
880 PRINT PRINT : PRINT : rRINT PRINT ! PRINT 
090 PRINT " -2 0 2 4 G 0 10" 
9<:>~ G.~.,_ t::.\R$ (. ~~5E "f; ~) ~ ~~m\ 
904 G$ = STR$ <BASE* 4i! rRINT 
906 Gt ~ STR$ <BASE* b)! PRINT 





FOR I '"' 1 TO 10 
IF RE< It 1 ) ;:: )'77 tlR 
70~0 XSUM = XSUM l ~E< I,i):YSUM ~ YSUM : RC< I~2l:N-
7030 X::'::" X2 r.:L<IY1) t ::•:y;• :-: Y2 l f,:[(l,~~) t ~~ 
7 0 4 0 X Y ::: X Y r~ E < l Y l ; :¥. r.: [ ( I Y ;_~ ) 
7050 NEXT I 
7060 M = CXY XSUM * YSUM / N) I 
7065 B = YSUM ~ N - XSUM I N / M 
t:Y .... o:r:x 
BY ..... 19 ..... ·'~> 
TY :::: nit ·v·v (:) • 1 r , 
1 v~~ 
\ • I(.. 
).I i i 
f1 I .1. 
... ..-r-1 Jj,..! i &.1 ; 
1\,J\,JI 1 I l't I 
V r' f 1· ;.~ / ~ I 
J", ._, ,, ,fr I ~ I I "i: 
7320 
7323 
IF f\E( Tf~P•t·~STl) :::: -· ;1 77 or.: r.:E( ·rr\At-~~)y :~ ) .... 7~~~ T::[:~~ ?"3:::~~=; 
REM :U.Y;: C IS THE DISTA~~C[ ff::OM TilE f'liGr::or·rcr.: TC T::r. TEST ,-~ "'· r'1 T t , ... rti ''I. .L' 
"R", T=TRUC DISTANCE**** 
7324 C = RECTRANS,2) 
7325 T = 1 I (1 I RECTR~NS,2) R):r · = CVCTRANS>tVC - R 
A< 1 ) : Ir A7 ::: > 0 THEN :\7 ~= 1 / p,7 
7327 Ir A7 :::: 0 AND f' = 0 TliCN RC< Tr\ANS Y 2 ) :" l / ( 0 ., ..... VL •• 
T)! GOTO 7335 
7330 IF A7 = 0 THEN r.:::::c Tr.:ANS~ 2 } =: 1 / < 0 : .0055) T I I I 
>: GOTO 7335 
Ir P = 0 THEN CTRANS,2>- 1 I 6 I -1 / I A '7' ·,. J.. 1 \ r-.1 
'T ~l'?:?: I U<Wt.l 
: GOTO 7335 
RCCTRANSt2) = 1 I 6 
Ir RECTRANS12) -
( 1 / ( t-.7 VC ) } T I 
7335 777 TIICN 734-0 







z / ' ( 1 -·· ~~ * F' ) * ( z ·! ::; ) + ~~ ) ) 
NEXT H:ANS 
f\[Tllf\N 
CV< 1 > ~-:: A< 1 ): : CVC 2 ) ::: A{ 1 H CV< 3 ) 
RETURN 
FOR BLINK ~ 1 TO 10: Ir DLINK 
7 402 f-ICOL.Or~='~ 3 t GOTO 7 ·'1-05 
7 404 HCOLOf\=" ·i-
7405 FOR DOT ~ 1 TO 10 
{ INT 
,, ..... .• } •.;t. •• ) 
( ., J" i ·• 





( 1 _.. 
..,. 
I 


















/"1. "T" I lfl.t 




I t ••• ~ •• • ._, 










7420 D1 = <RECDOTtl} i 3 * DASC) * 19 / BASC:D2 = CC f~C( r:CT, 2; ; ·J.- ·I M ,... .f. I 
7 425 IF Dl -::: 0 Ot~ Dl .. : 2tt6 0:~ I;2 -::: 0 Of\ rr2 > ::.52 ·r;~ct~ 
7430 Hf'LOT D1,D2t llf'LCT D1 1~D2! llf'LOT D::. · 1.-D2 
Dl -1- 1 ~ D2! Hf'LOT Dl -J 1 Y D~ I 1: llf'LOT r:1, D2 : 1 
7 4-40 NEXT DOT 
74-45 NEXT BLINK ~ ?.E\\JR.~ 
f-1.r'\Tr'l -rl. '~ 
\."}U I \.I I --r...-v 
1: ::r·LOT r:1 ~ r:2 i V I Ira I i "\"1'" J. + IIi L, •• \.J I 
r..:X MAS1Tf:: " 
2 r·r.:rtH: INr·ur ~~~~c:Y r..r·r·r..:or·rnArr: r·::n:-..:ar·T::::r:: W.J~-;r::cr: 
3 r.: ::: • 020: f.; ···· • 032 : GCTC (., 
4 R = .031:S = .051! GOTO 6 
5 R = .031:S = . 042! GOTO 6 
6 DIM f:f\( 10, 2 ) Y r::EC :l. 0 ~ 2 h A( 10 } > CV( 10 ) 
7 FOR I= 1 TO 10: roR J ~ 1 TO 2:RC(IyJ)-
.J: t~CXT I 
8 IIOME : N = 0 
-85-
sr -'\ r;r., oQ i'\).l r·.t·~ r-, .. , ·r·t"i 1 ., c:· 
1 _l·,-• + t..•f"( l '\~ .. 1 \.:.'U I \ . . • , ,., :." .. r "! '\--' 
--:---r"-1' ·i 11r"""w""'"" 
I ·' .I + 11.1... A I 
10 It.:r·UT uct~TEf\ f:I [~·rr-.N·r r·r: Ii·~ ~-1:-1.,. ;r·r:: Ir r·r: ::: 2{) or:~ f'r: > 1.0() T~: r.~~-! t::; 
11 BASE = rD I 10 
16 DX = 3!DY = 8 * 1?: GOTO 
19 IIGf~ 
20 IICOL.Or::::: 3 
30 FOR I = 1 TO 253 STEr 19 
40 HrLOT I,l TO 1 ~153 
50 Hf'l_OT I ·1 1 ~ 1 TO I I J • 153 
60 NEXT I 
70 rOR I = 1 TO 154 GTEr 17 
75 rr Ans < ~~1. ) > 1.00 n:c:N 270 
80 HF'LOT 1, I TO 24-6, I 
90 NEXT I 
100 FOR Y = 1 TO 154 STEP 2 
110 X = 5~5 * 19 . 1 
120 HCOLOf\=" 3 
130 HPLOT XvY: llf•u::T Xi l>Y 








roR X = 1 TO 246 STEr 5 
y :: 5.5 * 19 





IIPLOT :n 0, 1 TO 
f~ETUf.:t~ 
HOME : INVEf.:SC 
F'RINT II t7A II 
240 PRINT II li 
250 PRINT " " 
260 PRINT II " 
265 f'IUNT II II 
: r·r~rt~T 
270 NORNt;L : VTAD 2t HH1D 7: H-!f'UT A:J.t,! If"" 
271 A( 1 ) ·- 'JM_ ( ~,1 $ ) 

















·J.· oJ.· .. l.:- ..,_. "'-· -.L· ..J.· .. r.· f1 
'l'•lf"•11'·4t'•'l'~'·"l'• ""l'"o 
:3~? ?~\NI '' !!:1.1 ,, 
320 r·raNT II ~:17r: ... 
325 f'f\INT II 




340 VTAB 4: HTAD 7! INrUT DRt 
350 IF Bf\$ :: II II T:lD·l 355 
351 BR = VAL <DRS>: GOTO 360 
355 Bf\( 11J 1 ) .. :.:: 77·;1 : I:f\( l ~· 2 ) =·:; 
360 
361 
I r M::; < r:r:: ) ::= ?? T! lD~ 3.;. 0 
B~~( 1, 1 ) = Bf\: r:r~< 1 , 2 ) = 1 / I 
370 VTAB 5: HT.~B /~! INr·uT r:r.~1; 
380 IF Df\$ ::: II II lliEN 385 
381 DR= VAL <DRS>: GOTC 370 
r-- • .,·rn 
I.H.J I U 370 










IF ;.\BE ( DR ) > i~? THEN 370 















VTAI:: ,, I'' f .1. ,.· .• f 
: sr ,,,, 1 









4·l .• O 
500 
505 
510 vnu: Lq 
Sf'$ 
INVCRS[ : PRINT sr;". TCST DISTAN CC <MCTCRS)";: ;.tt,r~ 1.,;:,..., T l. I.-, r 1,.. .1. 1'\tl \ •.• ' I ~~JI'It.l ti''H .. 
515 
520 
IF Sf't- :=: 
SF' =~ VAL 
u u T: ·tEt~! PRit·J"r : GOTO ,:,oo 
<Sr'1:-)Z Ir ~~r· ~:: i7 or\ GP::: +o:; 1·nr:r~ r·r~ I~~·r c. :tr~t 
530 BRC5 { SF,2) = 1 / CSP ~ ~) 
540 VTAB 14: INVERSE : f'RINT ~ f r- ~ '.~ I I A I ! I r• !! ._ t :, I M '' l4 h I L .. t..h:,J. V rit-. UL. 'J + l't:\..11',1 trH ... 
Sf'S 
545 rr SPS = "11 THEN PRINT 
550 SP = VAL <Sf'$)! IF ABS 
Cf -1f.~~~ ( 7 ; : GOTO 
(Sf'; ::: 30 TlJ:::t~ 
560 A<5 t SF>= SP 
570 VTAB 15: INVERSE 
Sf'S 
PE~INT " 
575 r r SPt- :~: " " THEN r-rn NT c11r'~' 
590 BRC5 + Sl""tl) = SP 
592 CVC5 { SF) = AC5 t Sr> 
593 rr· SF + 1. :"~ 5 TIIEN 600 
595 SF = SF t 1! VTAB 13: PRINT II 
I ·oy \ t 
\ I I f GOTO 
c::·" r .. ~.' ""t \.·' 
rtr-•T~IT I'\ J.l~ l 
I! u: f'RitJT u 
600 GOTO 
850 r~n1 
860 FOr.: I 
86~.:; GCH>UD 
": GOTO 510 
860 
SPECIAL VALUES INSERTCD ADOVC 
:::1 1·0 10:f::E(I!t1) !-:: Df\(I,!.J!f:~C<I,2) = r;f.~(I,2J! Nf.:XT I 





2: GOSUB 7350: GOSUB 7300! GOSUB 7400! GOSUB 7000: CND 





~. 0 '") • 6 n 1 ()II .:;. ..:.. -r u '\.1)6 
STRS ,. DASE ·.lr , ... j : f'f\INT LCf"Tt ( r"·ll- J:' ; ; T ~;I:< 1""1 \ . u r .. n . ., it\ .:;. ...... ; ,j I I 7 v • 
902 G$ -·· STR$ ( BASE J.· ..... ) : F'IUNT TAB< p· ) ; L r·r·T~J· ( ,-. .... l .... ·. li·· .:.. 
·'-' 
.l... I .. ,. \.'J .... , "i" I > 
904· G$ .... STr\$ ( B~tSE "' ir )! r-rntn TAD< it\ ); I I" .. !""T.+ I r·~· 4 .... \ It- .1. I i-l .. i i ¥ \ \."Jof." 'I J • 
906 GS ... sn::s ( BA[)E 
* 
6 \ . r·r:~ I NT TAD( '"'"'" '• . l.Cf"Tt I l'"- ,.~ 4 ·· .... } + ~: ..... , h \ .,,.,.. 7 I 7 
e" ·I .··'-
d .1. \./ 
1' ;.lr"•l '..,. 
J, I'U \.,1 t 
c:· 1: ..-.. 
,_ ... ,. "·"' 
t 1' ~Ira II,.. 
t .1. t'U \ .. ' I 
u ·r r,,-, ·a· !\iT 
f. I!', .l. l"t I 
\'R\~\ "\~ ~(.':,.()) i 
"L:- ~~\'S 11\S" 
91.0 ?._E.\VRN 
7000 FOR I = 1 TO 10 
7010 IF F\E( r~1) ::: 777 OR REC I.2) = 777 r:in~ 
7020 XSUM = XSUM + RE<I~l )!YSUM = YSUM I RCCit2>!N = N : 1 
7030 X2 = X2 1 RECI,l) t 2!Y2 = Y2 l RC,I,2) t 2 
7040 XY :: XY ·l r.:C< I 1l ) * m::< J ,2 ) 
7050 NEXT I 
7060 M = <XY XSUM * YSUM I Nl I 
7065 D = YSUM I N - XSUM I N I M 
I \.·· ·'"\ 
' t .r:.. 
7070 BY - O!DX = XSUM I N - YSUM I N * M 
7080 BY = 19 * C:BX = <DX 1 3 *BASE>* 19 I DASC 
7090 TY = B!TX = (8 * M + CXSUM IN) YSUM IN t M} 
7100 TY = ( 8 ···· TY) * l ?:T}{ =: < TX + 3 t DASE~) ~~ 1'i /. r:;;t~C 
7105 IF TX > 246 THEN 7110 
7107 IF BX < 1 THEN 7 120 
7109 GOTO 7200 
-87-
7110 TX = 12.9 * 19!TY = C?.? *BASE! M I YSUM! N XSUM / ti / M) 
7115 TY = <8 - TY> * 19 
7117 IF BX < 1 THEN 7120 
7118 GOTG 7200 
7120 f{X =~ 1 !f{\~ = < < -- :~ lB / 19) # DAti[: / M 
7125 BY = (8 - BY> # 19 
7200 HCOLOR= CODE 
721 0 HPLOT BX,BY TO TXrTY 
f.:ETUf.:~~ 
f~LM F'HOF\ I r~ TF:ANG:-··or~ti{iT I ow:; 
FOR TRANS = 1 TO 10 
\.._.r\IIU AI 




7320 IF r\E( ·rr\A i"·-!S v 1 ) :::: ?'77 or:~ f*\[( ·r r:~t=\t·-t!:; ~ 2) - ;r;;7 T~ :r::tJ ;y~-~~~5 
7323 f\EM ****CIS THC DISTt.it~C~ [ ~-f\Cti ·r::E f'::O :::c:r'Ti:r~ 
T= Tf.:UE 
EADING ROD INDICATES) 
7324 C = RE(TRANS,2) 
-r· .·-~ ·r· J r r·· 
I \ .. • I 'I L .. 
, ... r. r:- t::' .,. 1\ .. ,.. 
-r -r .-.c:· 
J,;)L.J T ~ 1 I (1 / RE< TRANG~2) ·· R}!P = CV CTRANG>:VC- ~ .G l 4 : + \.lV"-'-....' v ra; --
A< 1 )! IF A7 < > 0 TIIEN t.7 :=: ~- / A7 
IF A7 = 0 AND P = 0 THEN RE<TRANSt2) = 1 I CG 
T)! GOTO 7335 
IF A7 == () THE~t~ f\[( ·rr-:~r.1t~S r 2} ~=: 1 / { 6 -: • 005~:; ; 
) ! GOTD 7335 
IF r = 0 THEN RECTRANS , 2> = 1 I 6 ( l / ' A7 
7333 
7335 
T)! GOTO :7335 
RE< TRANS v 2 ) ::: 1 .. / 6 .... ( 1 / ' ?1? 
IF RE<TRANS,2> -
Z ::: 1 / T 
Ill- ., '" 
'vl-)) 
7336 
7337 r.:CC H.:ANS Y 2 > = 
zt«l····l:;:*r·) 
RECTRANSt2)!RECTRANG~1) = C * 
* ( z + s ) l· r.: ) ) 
734-0 NCXT TRANS 
7345 F.:ETUf\N 
7350 C'~'< 1 ) :c A< :1. ) ! C\.J( 2 ) c: t\( l ) 
7355 r.:ETURN 
7400 FOR BLINK = 1 TC 20! IF DLINK 
7402 HCOLOR= 3! GOTO 7405 
7 4·04 HCOL.Of.:":: 4 
FOR DOT = 1 TO 10 
su- ··. 
v a;~. -~ 
-y· I I ·I 
- ..... .). 
T ./ { ]. 
T ,. l ·f 
, ; \ ... 
•. · 1 1 1 r"l rar- · .. "-
'\J. l . ''fll. .• ]J 
I lr- 1M 
v L. • .f)'• 
rrr•· \. 
v t. .. l 
I lr"' .. !.-
V L. "1"-
r.. -r ~ttl. I -r ~ , .., £-




IF ~~E< IrOT ~ 1 ) == 777 l]f~ RE< DOT 12) ;:: 777 Tit[~~ ~ ~ i .r,. ; -;- "i' V 
-r~·"""''li:"' ;-r-.-::.u 
Dl = CRE<DOT,l) + 3 *BASE>* 17 I DASC:D2 = (8 
IF Dl < 0 Of{ D1 > 24t• or;: D2 < 0 or:: r:;;:: > 152 T::EN 
7 430 HPLDT D 1 ~ It2 t HPL.DT I) 1 
Dl .+ 1 ~ Ir:2: HPLOT Dl .. ; 1 }· I:2 ·i 1: HPLC:T Dl ~ I~2 --: l 
7 4 4-0 NEXT DDT 
74-60 RETUf.:N 
r~C{ DCti., 2} ) ·.!.· ·r a""\ 
.'r- .1. I 
GfJTO 7 ~-40 
-r -t· 1rr. J rl...-
J. + I II J, •• \-~ I 
r.:x Mo.\~;TEr' " 
r·rn NT ! HWUT 
3 R = .028!5 = .032: GOTO 6 
4 R = .031:5 = .051: GOTO 6 
5 R = .031!5 = .042: GOTO 6 
6 DIM Bf.;< 10~2)yf\[( 10~2),,.~\( :!.OhC'J( 10) 
7 rOR I = 1 TO 10: FOR J = 1 TO 2:RC,I,J)-
J! NEXT I 
8 HOME : N == 0 
-88-
n :. i- .,-,. ~ tlA I r1r" r ol "'i' 1'\ -,· l r.:· 
:,.· I·~ .... • + ~.}1 '( 1·, 'l..} \..'1\.1 I L' '·' :1 ··;- Jl ,,.r 
-r "'"T..., -t r~ •-·l T r \ 
.' i I ¥ J,.•l\.\ .L 7 '·-' I .... 
··:.- -Y J" .; :Ltr· .... ···t· 
l l .t ~· t'<L-. r·. 1 
10 It~r·u ·r "ErJTEf-~ DIS T~~)tff F' D I~~ i~·1M.!i;~r·r:! r:- f'D ::: 20 Of.~ r·r: .. · l!:)C~ r:g:::;.! :t~~:; 
11 BASE = PD I 10 
16 DX = 3!DY = 8 * 19! GOTO 220 
19 HGf.: 
20 HCOL.Of.:== 3 
30 FOR I = 1 TO 253 STEr 19 
40 HPLOT I,i TO I,153 
50 HPLOT I + 1~1 TO I t 1 , 153 
60 NEXT I 




IF ABS < A1 ) > 100 THC:N :?o 
IIF'LOT 1 ~I TO ;::~46 ~I 
NEXT I 
FOR Y = 1 TO 154 STEP 2 
110 X = 5.5 * 19.1 
120 HCOL OF:=~ 3 
1 ~H) HPLOT X Y Y! HPLOT X + :1., Y 
i'i-0 NEXT Y 
150 rOR X = 1 TO 246 STEP 5 
160 Y == !L 5 :f: 1 !J' 
170 Hf"'LDT XvY~ HPL.OT X l lrY 





HF'LDT 210~1 TO 
F~ETlmN 
220 HOME ! I N'v' Ef.:SE "******ANALYTICAL riND I NCS 
230 F'fU NT " f:7 f• 
24-0 r"f\ I NT II 
2~i0 f' I~INT " 












.:._, .1 A< l ) -· '·.JAL. < A1 $) 









.~ l .. .J 
..,ri(l 



















.i.i n.J. +" -
100 TllEN 270 
.J.· ·.1.- V.· ·.L• -b •J .. -:J ,· ·J.· II If"',._. it· ..... ""' .ry. ,... "l'• 
311 f~[N 
312 r.:EM 
313 INVG:GE : F'f~INT .. ***-~~**BAS[ OUT £:r\CA~~ riND!t~G~)~~*~~*;:::" 












340 VTAB 4! HTAB /; INPUT DRt 
350 r r nr.:$ == " " Til EN 355 
351 DR= VAL CBRS>! GOTO 360 
355 BRC1Yl) = - 7771BRC1,2) = 
360 IF ADS ( BR) > 99 THEN 3 ,1-0 
361 BR<1~1) = BR:BR( 1, 2) = 1 / (6 
370 VTAB 5: HTAD 7 : INPUT DRS 
380 IF BRS = "" TH EN 305 
381 BR = VAL CBR$): GOTO 390 
-r .. T "7 + 
I I J + 
l r~ ; 
385 I{ I~( 2 Y 1 ) :::: ···· ;r;r;.r t [{f:~( 2 Y 2 ) ::: ···· 777! GO "I' 0 
390 IF ADS ( Bf~) > 99 THEN 370 















500 INVERSE :sr· = 1 
.., ... , , .... 
,_}/ ... , 
VTAB 12: PRINT "******SPECIAL FINDINGS***" 
-89-
505 
510 'JT.~l: 13: INVCF:SE : F'f\ItJT sr y II. TCST r:rSTA tJCC ( t1[:TCRS ;n;: ~.:cr.~ t··ir;L. ! 
Sf'$ 
515 IF SF'$ == 
520 SF' ::: VAL 
510 
n H Tii[N Pf\It~T 
< SP$ ) ! I r sr· > 
: GOTO 600 
7 or.: sr- < • o5 
530 BR( ~; + SF f 2 ) ::: 1 / ( SP + f~ ) 
540 VTAB 14: INVERSE ! PRINT ~ LENS VALUE";: NORMAL 
Sf'$ 
545 IF SP$ = "11 THEN PRINT CHRt (7)! GOTO 540 
550 SP = VAL ( GP$ ) : IF ABS ( SP ) ::: 30 HID~ f'f\I tH 
560 A<5 + sr> = sr 
Cl IRt~ { 7}: GOTO 
,.. ...... \i"" i~ 
\ ;,•\.Jo I ~-~ 
T~lr"diT 
.1. t'(' ! '-' I 
570 UTAB 15: INVERSE : PRINT " DO BREAK";: NORMAL : INPUT 
SP$ 
t::•"7 .n. 
,.}J \,,1 575 IF sPs ::: " .. THEN PR r NT c:u~t- < 7 ) : GOTO 
580 SF' == 'JAL <SP$)! IF ABS <Sf')> 100 THEN 
590 Bf~( 5 + SF, 1 ) :::: SP 
r· r~I t~T Cl : r\ ~~ < i ) : GCT[; 570 
592 cv< 5 + sr > = A< 5 + sr > 
593 IF SF + 1 ::: 5 THEN 600 









": GOTO 510 
GOTO 860 
": rr~INT " 
REM SPECIAL VALUES INSERTED ABOVE 
roR .._T::: 1 -v·o 1 ... 0!RE(I,1)::: nr\·(r .. ~_i•.r.-\•[J.~T_~?'l - r.·•"•{ T -"')• Ur' \/"C' T 1 ~ ,J,I'-• ,_, - ,,.-,,~.> ._ + IH .. r,l J. <\ClQG:.~"'~\~~\1?:,<1\~E. 
GOSUB 19! GOSUB 880 *-~'>~"'?-.I~' 
coDE ~= 2: GosuB 735o: Gosun 73oo : Gosur: 74-oo: GO~>ur: ?·ooo: nm LEF\~ (Et."'o,,..)·~ 
\~'0\."\\ "C" •l PRINT ! PRINT : PRINT PRINT PRINT : PRINT 
PRINT II -2 0 2 4 6 8 10" 
~C>~ &t = s.\?..5. (. \?:.1.\SE ~ ~'): '\l~\1\1\ \"~'0( \3)) LI:.FT-5 (E.$,4)') 
904 GS = STR$ <BASE* 4)t PRINT TADC 1?); LCFTt CG$,4); 
906 G$ = STRS CDASE # 6)! PRINT TAD< 25); LCrTS CG$y4); 
908 r·r.::rNT TAB< 31)~"<·-r·rUSMS" 
910 r.:ETUF\N 
7000 FOR I = 1 TO 10 
7010 JT f\[( It 1 ) = 777 OR r~E( I Y 2) -· 777 T:IEN 7050 
7020 XSUM = XSUM I RE<I,l)!YSUM = YSUM ~ RCC r~2>:N = N 1 1 
7030 X2 ::.: X2 + I~E < I ,. 1 ) t 2! Y2 ::= Y2 t f\[( I, 2) t 2 
7040 XY = XY t RE<I,l) * Rt(Ii2) 
7050 NEXT I 
7060 M :::: ( XY ··- XSW1 * YSLH1 / N) / ( Y2 ..  YSUM t 2 I 1~ ) 
7065 B = YSUM / N - XSUM / N / M 
7070 BY - O!BX = XSUM / N - YSUM / N * M 
7080 BY= 19 * B!BX = CBX t 3 * BASC> * 1? I DASC 
7090 TY = B!TX = CO * M + CXSUM / N> YSUM / N * M) 
7100 TY = C8- TY) * l ?:TX = CTX l 3 * BASC) * 1? / BASC 
7105 IF TX > 246 THEN 7110 
7107 IF BX ( 1 THEN 71 20 
7109 GOTO 7200 
7110 TX = 12.9 * 19!TY = (9 .9 
7115 TY = C8 - TY> * 1? 
7117 IF BX < 1 THEN 7120 
7118 GOTO 7200 









HPLOT BXYBY TO TX , TY 
f~ETURN 
:1.9 ) 
REM PHORIA TRANS FORMATIONS 
FOR TRANS = 1 TO 10 





IF r.:E< rr.:;\NS ~ l ) ": ··· 777 Of.~ RE( TfMN~), ;: ) - 777 T: :et~ 
f.:EM *** C I~:; THE DISTANCE n~CJ:'t THE r·:tor.:Of'1Tf.: TC TffE 
TRUE DISTANCE <WHAT THE MEASURING ROD READS} 
C ::: I~E< Tf.:?'.NS ,2) 
""'!" ..,. ... Tr.~· 
I , ;t,,)'"·' 
-rr·,-. ·r 
I L . ..:.t I 
-90-
i'' 1\ r·. r t 
\..·r->1\.v :o 
.,. ..... . 
I ... . 
7324 
7325 T = 1 / (1 / RtZ<TRANSr2 ) - R)!P = CVCTRANS)! VE 
=ACt)! IF A7 < > 0 THEN A7 = 1 I Al 
·- .... 
- ,, • ():t 4 /'\1\C" t:" t A"")' 
7327 IF A7 = 0 AND r = 0 THEN RE CTRANS , 2) ~ 1 / (6 
T)! GOTO 7335 
) ! GOTO 7335 
7332 IF P = 0 THEN RE<TRANSr2) = 1 I 6 ( 1 / ( {:,7 
T)! GCTD 7335 
7333 RE< TF'\ANS, 2 ) = 1 I 6 ·-· ( 1 I < A7 ··· VE ) ) -
7335 IF RECTRANS,2)- - 777 THEN 7340 
-r ' ... ... I t' \ J. 
7336 Z ::: l / T 
7337 RE<TRANS12>- RECTRANS,2)!RE<TRANS~1)- C * 
Z / ((1 ·- R # f') * <Z + S) + R)) 
734-0 NEXT ·rr.~ANS 
7345 r.:ETURN 
7350 eve 1 ) ~~ A< 1 ) : C!J< 2 ) = M 1 ; 
7355 F:ETUF..:N 
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.,.. l ( ·I I 
' 
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r r . 11r · .. -... 
./ - ·~ L •• I I 
r. 
I 
1 u- ...... 
V l., '1'• 
llr" 
..,.,,., 
I I I ... ~' VI... ,-. 
' 
·' 
7400 FOR BLINK ::: 1 TO lOt IF BL.INt·~ ·· ( ItH <BLINt:; / 2) t 2) 1\ '\1 Jr-l.l ..,. "1\ ... ~ V 1 J ~~-S't l .,.\.•"'T 
7402 HCOLOR= 3! GOTO 7405 
7 404 HCOLOJ:;::::: 4 
7405 FOR DOT = 1 TO 10 
7410 IF r.:E<DOT,i) :::: ···· 777 Of.: r::E<DOT,2> = 777 TIICN 7'4-4-0 
7420 Dl = CRECDOT,l) t 3 * BASE)* 19 I BASC:D2 = CO RC<BOT~2}) 
7425 ....... .-,.,.("\ ...,. ~ ".r.. C>\.,1 I u J "\''TV 
-.~.: .. n 
If• J. I 
7430 
IF Dl < 0 OR Dl > 246 or.: D2 < 0 or:~ D2 > 152 HID~ 
HF'LOT D1YII2t HF'I...OT Dl ... 1rD2: HPLOT Dl ·· l1D2 ::.: :,:r-·L.OT D17 r:2 
D1 + 1,D2: HPLOT Dl + 1,D2 + 1! IIF'LOT D:t~D2 ·I l 
7440 NEXT DOT 
7445 NEXT BLINK ~ ~e~uk~ 
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